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1.  GENERAL  SITUATION 
Introduction  1 • 1 
1.1.1  Scope  of  Guidance  Section  intervention 
The  Guidance  Section  of  the  EAGGF  was  set  up  with  the  Guarantee  Section  in 
1962,  pursuant  to  Article  40(4)  of  the  Treaty,  to  finance  common  measures 
implemented  in  order  to  achieve  the  objectives set  out  in  Article 39(1)(a)  of 
the  Treaty,  including  the  structural  changes  conducive  to  the  smooth  operation 
of  the  common  market.  Article 39(1)(a)  sets  as  an  objective  that  of 
increasing  agricultural  productivity  by  promoting  technical  progress  and  by 
ensuring  the  rational  development  of  agricultural  production  and  the  optimum 
utilization of  the  factors  of  production,  in  particular  labour. 
Within  this  context,  the  Guidance  Section  has  in  recent  years  steadily 
increased  both  the  number  of  measures  financed  and  its  annual  expenditure, 
althouqh  the  appropriations  allocated  to  the  Section  are  still relatively rrodest  com-
pared with  the Guarantee  Section.  For  exaf!Ple,  for  1983  compared  with  1982,  actual 
commitments  had  again  increased  by  25%.  In  1984,  however,  the  funds 
appropriated  were  rather  less  than  for  1983,  so  that  guidance  support  granted 
was  also  rather  lower. 
The  widance Section acts on  the  basis  of  specific  legal  instruments  (Council 
Regulations,  Directives  and  Decisions)  for  each  scheme  financed.  From  the 
management  point  of  view,  however,  the  following  two  types  of measures  can  be 
distinguished: 
indirect  measures,  where  the widance Section reirrb.Jrses  part  (a  percentage)  of 
the  eligible  expenditure  incurred  by  Member  States  in  accordance  with 
Community  rules  and  any  national  implementing  provisions  approved  by  the 
Commission,  and 
direct  measures  ,  in  respect  of  which  the  Commission  grants  direct 
subsidies  fran the Guidance  Section  to applicants 
projects. 
undertaking  specific  investment 
The  decision  to  grant  a  subsidy  therefore  establishes  a  direct  link  between 
the  Community  and  the beneficiary,  aid  being  paid  to  the  latter  and  not  to  the 
Member  State. - 2  -
This  distinction  is  reflected at  administrative  level:  for  indirect  measures, 
the  management  of  the  individual  files  of  the  various  final  beneficiaries 
remains  the  responsibility  of  the  Member  States,  while  the  Commission  verifies 
that  the  measures  are  being properly  implemented  in  the  Member  States,  mainly 
by  reviewing  national  administrative  procedures  and  by  random  inspection  of 
files  in  some  cases. 
For  direct  measures,  however,  each  case  is  monitored  individually  by 
Commission  staff,  from  application  to  the  payment  of  the  final  instalment  of 
the  subsidy,  including  on-the-spot  inspections  and  checks  of  supporting 
documents.  This  work  does,  however,  necessitate  close  cooperation  with  the 
competent  national  and  regional  authorities. 
1.1.2  Work  of  the  Guidance  Section  in  1984 
A breakdown  of  aid  granted  for  the  various  categories  of  measure  according  to 
structural objective  is  as  follows: 
1984  budget  (after transfer  of  appropriations  +  Appropriations  actually 
appropriations  carried over  from  1983  (m  ECU))  committed 
Projects  for  the  improvement  of 
agricultural  structures 
General  socio-structural  measures 
Measures  on  behalf  of  Less-favoured 
areas 
Market-related  structural  measures 
Structural  measures  in  the 
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104  87 
88  64 














z;--6. 78  m ECU  allocated  to  item  3892  (under  Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77, 
1
concer~ing pigmeat  projects  for  the  United  Kin~dom). 
Of  wh1ch  55  m ECU  recovered  and  re-commltted  out  of  differentiated 
appropriations  becoming  available  in  1984. - 3  -
It  will  be  noted  not  only  that  expenditure  increased  but  also  that  the  degree 
of  utilization of  appropriations  was  improved  as  compared  with  1983. 
A breakdown  of  appropriations  by  Member  State  shows  that  Italy  accounted  for 
more  than  40%  of  the  aid  granted  for  direct  measures  (178.5  m  out  of 
450  m ECU)  followed  by  France  (95.9  m ECU)  and  Greece  (63.7  m ECU).  Next  came 
Germany  (33.0  m ECU),  the  United  Kingdom  (32.6  m ECU)  and  Ireland  (20.2  m ECU) 
(cf.  Annex  3). 
Of  the  438.5  million  ECU  reimbursed  for  indirect  measures,  the  United  Kingdom 
received  102  million  ECU, 
Ireland  (54.6  m ECU), 
Annex  3). 
ahead  of  France  (98.5  m ECU),  Germany  (65.5  m ECU), 
Greece  <47. 7  m ECU)  and  Italy  (26.5  m ECU)  (cf. 
Details  of  the  various  measures  are  as  follows: 
Among  the  common  measures,  the  scheme  for  the  improvement  of  marketing  and 
processing  structures  for  agricultural  products1  was  once  again  in  1984,  as  in 
previous  years,  the  scheme  involving  the  heaviest  commitment  of 
appropriations:  220.5  million  ECU  were  assigned  to this  measure,  including  some 
1 57  million  E  CU  for  horizontal  measures  ,  51  million  ECU  in  the  form  of 
appropriations  confined  to  measures  in  certain  southern  regions  and 
12.5 million  ECU  for  appropriations  for  action  in  the  West  of  Ireland. 
The  measure  ranking  second  in  financial  terms  was  Directive  75/268/EEC2  on 
mountain  and  hill-farming  and  farming  in  certain  less-favoured  areas;. 
entailing expenditure  of  136.4  million  ECU. 
-, ------------
20J  L  51,  23.2.1977,  p.  1. 
O,J  L 128,  19.5.1975,  p.  1. - 4  -
The  United  Kingdom  received  36.7 million  ECU,  France  32  million  ECU,  Ireland 
25.4  million  ECU,  Greece  24.9  million  ECU  and  Germany  12.3 million  ECU. 
The  measure  ranking  third  in  financial  terms  was  Directive  72/159/EEC1  on  the 
modernization  of  farms,  in  respect  of  which  112.5  million  ECU  were  refunded  to 
the  Member  States,  compared  with  149.8  in  1983  and  86.8  in  1982. 
The  leading  beneficiary  is  still  the  United  Kingdom  <39.7  m ECU),  ahead  of 
Germany  and  France  (29.6  and  21.5  m ECU),  with  the  Netherlands  and  Denmark 
further  behind. 
For  other  measures,  three  points  should  be  noted: 
expenditure  remains  very  heavy  for  specific  measures  in  the  Mediterranean 
regions,  namely  irrigation  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  13621782),  agricultural 
infrastructure  (Regulation  CEEC)  No  1760/783)  and  reafforestation 
(Regulation  <EEC)  No  269/794), the  total  contribution  being  111  million  ECU; 
heavy  expenditure  on  a  variety  of  measures  relating  to  wine-growing, 
concerning  in  particular  restructuring  and 
(Regulations  CEEC)  Nos  456/805  and  458/806  and 
79/359/EEC8)  totalling  24.1  million  ECU,  and 
conversion  of  vineyards 
Directives  78/627/EEC7  and 
heavy  expenditure  for  the  share  accounted  for  by  the  Guidance  Section  in 
the  milk  non-marketing  and  dairy  herd  conversion  premiums 
(Regulation  CEEC)  No  1078/779  (39.4  m ECU). 
1  OJ  L  36,  23.4.1972. 
20J  L  166,  19.6.1978,  p.  11. 
30J  L  204,  28.7.1978,  p.  1. 
40J  L  38,  14.2.1979,  p.  1 . 
50J  L  57,  29.2.1980,  p.  16. 
60J  L  57,  29.2.1980,  p.  27. 
70J  L  206,  29.7.1978,  p.  1. 
80J  L  85,  5 . 4 . 1979,  p.  34. 
90J  L  131,  26.5.1977,  p.  1 • - 5  -
1.2  General  aspects  of  management 
1.2.1  Procedures  and  advance  payments 
(a)  Direct  measures 
In  this  field,  the  implementing  regulations  adopted  since 1978  with  a  view  to 
the  harmonization  and  rationalization  of  aid  applications  have  enabled 
decision  deadlines  to  be  met  despite  the  sharp  increase  in  the  number  of 
projects  submitted  to  the  Commission. 
With  regard  to  advance  payments  in  respect  of  certain  schemes  on  behalf  of  the 
Mediterranean  regions,  the  unsatisfactory  situation  has  been  alleviated  by 
action  taken  in  1982  and  also  by  the  fact  that  some  projects  which  had  got 
behind  schedule  in  the  first  year  were  executed  in  1982  and  thereafter.  The 
improvement  was  confirmed  in 1984.  The  teething  troubles  have  now  thus  been 
solved  and  satisfactory  results are  being obtained. 
The  situation of  the  two  countries  concerned  is as  follows: 
ITALY 
Advance  payments  applied  1or  in  1984 
Advance  payments  made  in  1984 
Reimbursements  applied  for  in  1984 
FRANCE 
Advance  payments  applied  for  in  1984 
Advance  payments  made  in  1984 
Reimbursements  applied  for  in  1984 
REGULATIONS  (EEC) 
1760/68  269/79  1362/78 
94  5 
93  3 
REGULATIONS  (EEC) 
269/79  1760/78 
17 
16 
Six  advance  payment  applications  were  refused,  the  relevant  work  having 
already  been  completed. - 6  -
(b)  Indirect  measures 
For  the  measures  entailing  reimbursements,  utilization  of  the  budget 
appropriations  for  the  year  is  complicated  by  the  fact  that  a  third  of  the 
Member  States'  reimbursement  applications  reached  the  Commission  after  the 
deadlines  set  under  the  various  schemes,  which  makes  it extremely  difficult  to 
study  the  application  and  make  the  reimbursement  before  the  end  of  the  year. 
The  advance  payment  facility  available  for  certain  indirect  measures  was  used 
by  France,  Ireland,  Italy, Greece  and  the  United  Kingdom.  Details  are  given 
in  Annex  52.  The  only  problem  arising  concerns  the  failure  by  Italy  to  submit 
proper  evidence  on  time  concerning  the  use  of  advance  payments  received  under 
Regulations  (EEC)  Nos  458/80  and  270/79. 
1.2.2  Information 
As  in  the  past,  the  information  provided  to  the  public  by  the  Commission  was 
mainly  concerned  with  measures  involving  direct  subsidies  to  investment 
projects,  this  type  of  aid  being  the  most  likely  to  attract  fairly  general 
interest,  since  the  Community's  involvement  is direct  and  since  such  projects 
are  often of  very  great  importance  to  the  locality or  region  in  which  they  are 
being  executed. 
It  had  been  noticed  that  where  information  boards  were  displayed  near  the 
location  of  a  project,  the  Community's  involvement  was  seldom  mentioned.  The 
Commission  has  therefore  continued  to  ask  all  beneficiaries,  in  its  Letter 
informing  them  of  the  award,  to  ensure  that  the  Community  aid  is  mentioned  in 
their  publicity. 
With  regard  to  indirect  measures,  the  Member  States  have  been  asked,  in 
connection  with  new  measures,  to  inform  the  beneficiaries  of  the  Community's 
contribution. 
1.2.3  Coordination 
The  Task  Force  on  the  coordination of  financial  instruments  having  structural 
objectives  continued  to  coordinate  the  work  of  the  Section  with  that  of  other 
Community  funds,  supplementing  normal  contacts  between  the  various 
departments.  Particularly  close  cooperation  was  established  for  the 
integrated development  programmes. - 7  -
1.2.4  Budgetary  matters 
(a)  Funds  appropriated  and  nature of  expenditure 
Article 6  of  Regulation  <EEC)  No  729/70  originally  established  an  annual 
allocation  for  the  Section.  This  Regulation  was  amended  in  1979  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  929/79,  which  introduced  commitment  appropriations  on  a 
five-yearly  basis,  the  first  five-year  period  to  run  from  1980  to  1984 
inclusive.1  The  total  allocation  was  set  at  3  755  million  ECU,  the  actual 
utilization of  which  was  3  621  million  ECU,  96.4%  of  the  funds  available. 
With  regard  to  the  nature  of  expenditure,  the  inter-institutional agreement  of 
30  June  1982  led  to  the  classification of  a  number  of  measures  financed  by  the 
Section  as  non-compulsory  expenditure  within  the meaning  of  Article  203  of  the 
Treaty. 
The  following  are  currently classified as  non-compulsory  expenditure: 
individual  projects  for  the  improvement  of  agricultural  structures 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  1764/EEC,  Article  300  of  the  budget), 
individual  projects  for  the  marketing  and  processing  of  agricultural 
products  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77,  Article  301  of  the  budget), 
improvement  of  public  infrastruct'ure  in  certain  areas  of  Italy  and  the 
south  of  France  (Regulation  CEEC)  No  1760/78,  Item  3211  of  the  budget), 
processing  and  marketing  of  certain  agricultural  products  in 
Northern  Ireland  (Regulation  CEEC)  No  1943/81,  Item  3262  of  the  budget), 
restructuring  in  the  fisheries  sector  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  1852/78, 
Article 460  of  the  budget). 
Unlike  the  arrangements  for  the  Social  Fund  and  the  ERDF,  the  other  measures 
rank  as  compulsory  expenditure. 
For  the  period  from  1985  to  1989,  the  Council  approved  an  allocation  of 
5  250  million  ECU,  of  which  the  part  concerning  non-compulsory  expenditure  is 
a  guide  figure  only  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  870/85;  OJ  L 95,  2.4.1985,  p.  1). - 8  -
(b)  The  budget 
The  Section's  original  1984  budget  totalled  744  million  ECU  in  commitment 
appropriations  and  608  million  ECU  in  payment  appropriations. 
The  commitment  appropriations  were  increased  by  49  million  ECU  and  the  payment 
appropriations  by  12  mill  ion  ECU,  as  a  result  of  transfers  during  1984  from 
Chapter  100  of  the  budget  (provisional  appropriations  for  forestry  operations 
in  certain Mediterranean  regions). 
(c)  Utilization of  appropriations  <see  Table  and  Annexes) 
860.6  mill  ion  ECU  of  the  commitment  appropriations  were  used,  representing 
88.8%  of  funds  available,  and  676.2  million  ECU  of  payment  appropriations  were 
used,  a  proportion of  90%. 
It  will  be  recalled  that  at  the  end  of  1983  there  were  still  non-
differentiated  appropriations  deriving  from  years  previous  to  1977.  The 
carryover  of  these appropriations,  totalling 56  million  ECU,  was  not  requested 
and  the  balance  of  commitments  they  were  to  cover  is  accounted  for  under  the 
present  system  of  differentiated  appropriations.  After  the· cancellation  of 
12  million  ECU  of  these  commitments  for  various  reasons,  the  residual 
44  mill ion  ECU  were  recommitted  by  using  the  appropriations  entered  in  the 
1984  budget  or  appropriations  still  available.  This  meant  that  the 
appropriations  available  for  commitment  to  new  projects  were  reduced. 
The  decision  not  to  request  carryover  of  the  non-differentiated 
appropriations,  thus  entailing  their  cancellation  at  the  end  of  1983,  was 
taken  under  strict  economy  measures  approved  by  the  Commission  as  a  result  of 
recent  budgetary  difficulties.  In  the  same  context,  the  Commission  also 
decided,  with  the  same  purpose,  to  maintain  in  1984  its  rigorous 
administration  of  the  carried  over  differentiated  payment  appropriations, 
either  by  confining  their  use  to  the  settlement  of  commitments  entered  into 
before  1984,  or,  in  certain cases,  by  assigning  priority  to  the  use  of  the 
appropriations  for  the  same  year.  Thus,  cancellations  in  connection  with 
differentiated  appropriations  totalled 37  million  ECU  by  the  end  of  1984. - 9  -
1984:  APPROPRIATIONS  AND  IMPLEMENTATION 
APPROPRIATIONS 
I.  COMMITMENTS 
Appropriations  from  1983 
Appropriations  for  1984 
original  budget 
transfers  <from 
Chapter  1 00) 
II. 
Releases 




Appropriations  from  1983 
1984  appropriations 
original  budget 













(m  ECU) 
EXECUTION 
:  - Commitments 
of  which,  for 
recommitment  of 
old  projects 
:  - Cancellations 
:  - Appropriations 
remaining  for  next 
year 
:  - Total 
:  - Payments 
:  - Cancellations 
Carried over  to  the 
following  year 
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2.  DIRECT  MEASURES 
2.1  Common  measure  for  the  processing  and  marketing  of  agricultural 
products  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77) 
2.1.1  Financing  of  1984  projects 
The  Commission  approved  total  assistance  of  220  448  021  ECU  to  687  projects, 
under  decisions  adopted  on  29  June  and  20  December  1984.  In  1983,  the 
corresponding  figure  had  been  248  889  842  ECU  for  611  projects. 
The  687  projects  qualifying  for  Section  assistance  represent  a  total 
investment  of  819  655  739  ECU,  an  average  of  1  193  094  ECU  per  project;  the 
average  assistance  per  project  is  320  885  ECU.  Annexes  6  to  12  give  details 
of  the granting  of  assistance  and  payments  made  under  this  measure. 
2.1.2  Programmes 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77  stipulates  that  projects  must  form  part  of 
sectoral  programmes  endorsed  by  the  Commission.  By  31  December  1984,  the 
Commission  had  approved  153  such  programmes.  The  investments  planned  under 
these  programmes  total  about  10  000  million  ECU,  broken  down  as  follows: 
1  719  million  ECU  for  France,  2  245  million  ECU  for  Italy,  906  million  ECU  for 
the  United  Kingdom,  1  526  million  ECU  for  the  Federal  Republic  of  Germany, 
771  million  ECU  for  Denmark,  582  million  ECU  for  Ireland,  423  million  ECU  for 
the  Netherlands,  398  million  ECU  for  Belgium  and  1  480  million  ECU  for  Greece. 
Fuller details  of  the  programmes  are  given  at  Annex  13. 
2.2  Measures  for  Mediterranean  areas 
In  1984,  further  assistance  decisions  were  approved  under  measures  for 
irrigation  1n  the  Mezzogiorno  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  1362/781),  infrastructure 
in  rural  areas  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  1760/782)  and  reafforestation 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  269/793).  In  all,  108  special  programmes  and  projects 
attracted  support  totalling 111.5 million  ECU. 
(The  details  are  given  in  Annexes  17  to  22). 
~OJ  L 166,  19.6.1978,  p.  11. 
3oJ  L 204,  28.7.1978,  p.  1. 
OJ  L 38,  14.2.1979,  p.  1. - 11  -
2.3  Measure  to  improve  the  processing  and  marketing  of  cattlefeed  in 
Northern  Ireland  (Regulation  <EEC)  No  1943/81  ) 
In  1984  decisions  were  approved  to  support  6  projects,  the  total  assistance 
being  1.6 million  ECU  <cf.  Annex  26). 
2.4  Common  measure 
No  ~908/83
2 ) 
for  fisheries  and  aquaculture  (Regulation  CEEC) 
In  1984,  the  Commission  approved  total  assistance  of  64.1  million  ECU  to 
833  projects  in  decisions  taken  on  12  June  1984  and  28  November  1984 
(cf.  Annex  31). 
The  decision  of  12  June  covers  all  the  assistance 
submitted  in  respect  of  1983.  It  concerns  451  projects, 
assistance  being  34.9  million  ECU  and  the  total 
138.7 million  ECU. 
granted  to  projects 
the  total  amount  of 
investment  being 
The  November  decision  concerns  the  first  instalment  of  assistance  relating  to 
1984.  It  covers  382  projects,  representing  a  total  investment  of 
117.6 million  ECU,  the  total  amount  of  assistance being  29.2  million  ECU. 
2.5  Earthquake  in  Friuli-Venezia Giulia  <Regulation  CEEC)  No  1505/763> 
(a)  Out  of  the  96  projects  for  which  LIT  28  125  million  was  allocated  in 
1976,  93  were  completed  and  paid  for,  and  3  were  cancelled.  The  final 
payment  applications  for  the  last  projects  reached  the  Commission  before 
July  1984.  However,  actual  payments  could  not  be  made  before 
December  1984,  because  the  Commission  had  not  requested  carryover  of  the 
non-differentiated  appropriations.  Consequently,  a  transfer  of 
2.30 million  ECU  had  to  be  made  from  Item  8  6930,  2.23  million  ECU  of 
which  was  actually used. 
(b)  The  Friuli  operation  is  thus  finally  closed,  with  the  following  financial 
situation: 
Amount  committed  for  96  projects: 
Amount  paid  for  93  projects executed: 
Amount  cancelled,  for  3  projects: 
Balance  to  be  cancelled  in  respect  of  real 
expenditure  falling  short  of  estimates: 
~OJ  No  L 197,  20.7.1981,  p.  23. 
3oJ  No  L 290,  22.10.1983,  p.  1. 
OJ  No  L 168,  28.6.1976,  p.  9. 
LIT  28  125  DOD  ODD 
LIT  27  161  711  408 
LIT  448  470  000 
LIT  514  818  592 - 12  -
2.6  Measure  for  less-favoured  areas  in  Germany  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  1938/811) 
A set  of  decisions  in  this  connection  was  adopted  in  1984,  granting  aid  for 
37  projects  involving  investments  of  29.9 million  ECU.  The  assistance  amounts 
to 9.0 million  ECU  (cf.  Annexes  24  and  25). 
2.7  Restructuring  of  vineyards  <Regulation  (EEC)  No  458/802) 
Aid  decisions  covered  78  projects  (70  in  France,  6  in  Italy  and  2  in Germany), 
involving  assistance of 29.4 million  ECU  (cf.  Annex  23). 
2.8  Measure  concerning  collective 
<Regulation  (EEC)  No  2968/833) 
irrigation  operations  in  Greece 
In  1984,  new  aid  decisions  were  adopted  in  connection  with  irrigation 
operations  in  Greece.  The  aid  decisions  concern  3  projects  involving 
assistance  of  14.1  million  ECU  (cf.  Annex  28). 
2.9  Management  problems  - fisheries 
(a)  Projects  not  executed 
In  1984,  50  beneficiaries declined  some  or all of  the  aid  granted.  As  a 





0.17  m ECU 
0.13  m ECU 
0.66  m ECU 
0.20  m ECU 
(b)  Projects  costing  Less  than expected 
Italy 
Netherlands 
United  Kingdom 
2.33  m ECU 
0.12  m ECU 
0.33  m ECU 
In  1984,  689  759  ECU  were  withheld  from  beneficiaries  who  had  carried  out 
projects  involving  less eligible expenditure  than  estimated. 
~OJ  No  L  197,  20.7.1981,  p.  1. 
7 0J  No  L 57,  29.2.1980,  p.  27. 
JOJ  No  L 293,  25.10.1983,  p.  5. - 13  -
2.10  Management  problems  - agriculture 
(a)  Projects  not  executed 
In  1984,  87  beneficiaries declined  some  or  all of  the  aid granted.  As  a 
result,  the  following  amounts  are  available  for  re-use: 
Denmark  0.15  m ECU  Italy  9.  (:It  m ECU 
Germany  0.87  m ECU  Ire Land  1.  76  m ECU 
France  1.51  m ECU  Netherlands  0.41  m ECU 
Greece  1.02  m ECU  United  Kingdom  1.  21  m ECU 
Also,  under  Regulations  (EEC)  Nos  3171/75,  355/77  and  1760/78,  the 
Commission  cancelled  or  reduced  aid  granted  to  46  beneficiaries  who  had 
not  started  work  within  two  years of  notification of  the decision  or  who 
had  not  complied  with  stipulations when  executing  their  projects.  This 
releases  for  re-use: 
France 
Italy 
0.59 m ECU1 
21.36  m ECU 
(b)  Projects  costing  less  than  expected 
In  1984,  10  618  346.60  ECU  were  withheld  from  beneficiaries  who  had 
carried out  projects  involving  less  eligible expenditure  than  estimated. 
(c)  Projects  carried out  without  proper  compliance  with  stipulated  conditions 
In  1984,  the  Commission  cancelled  aid  granted  to  13  Italian  projects, 
14  French  projects,  1  Netherlands  project,  2  Belgian  projects  and 
1  Luxembourg  project,  financial  or  other  requirements  not  having  been 
properly  complied  with.  Accordingly,  an  amount  of  1  792  326.96  ECU  has 
been  cancelled  and  the  reimbursement  of  203  614.45  ECU  has  been 
requested.  An  amount  of  1  001  463.62  ECU  (projects  under 
Regulations  (EEC)  Nos  355/77  and  1760/78)  is  recoverable. 
(d)  Delayed  applications  for  payment 
As  in  previous  years,  in  some  Member  States  settlement  was  delayed,  mainly 
because  it  took  so  long  to  start the  work,  long  periods  to  execute  the  work, 
delays  in  execution  and  in  certain  cases  in  administrative  time  lost  in 
preparing  and  sending  in  the  payment  applications. 
1Also,  0.03  m ECU  had  to  be  cancelled  (project  under  Regulation  (EEC)  No  17/64 
financed  under  the non-differentiated appropriations  arrangement). - 14  -
The  improvements  noted  in  1982  and  1983  did  not  continue.  This  is  accounted 
for  in  the first  place  by  the  Greek  projects,  which  have  helped  to  boost  the 
recent  total  of  commitments.  As  they  are  relatively  recent  awards,  it  is 
natural  that  the  percentage  of  assistance  outstanding  for  payment  is 
relatively  high  for  this  country.  However,  even  allowing  for  this aspect,  the 
rate  of  settlement  of  aids  granted  in  respect  of  Greek  projects  is  far  from 
satisfactory.  The  same  applies  for  Italian and  Irish projects  and  for  projects 
concerning  certain sectors  and  regions  (notably  for  wine)  in  France. 
The  Commission  has  therefore  again  appealed  to  the  competent  authorities  in 
these  Member  States,  stressing the  difficulties noted.  Also,  the  stricter 
monitoring  of  compliance  with  execution  deadlines  has  been  tightened  up, 
although  the effect  of  this  was  felt  only  from  the  year-end  onwards. 
Statistics  of  use  of  appropriations  granted  are  given,  for  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  355/77,  in  the  table  below.  It should  also  be  noted  that  at  the  year-end, 
payment  appropriations  having  run  out,  5.50 million  ECU  in  payments  had  to  be 
carried over  to  1985. 
One  Last 
relevant 
remark  should  be  made 
regulations  stipulate 
concerning  the  payment  procedure.  The 
that  the  payment  applications  should  be 
submitted  via  the  competent  authorities  in  the  Member  States,  who  must  verify 
and  certify  that  the  expenditure  complies  with  requirements.  Many 
beneficiaries are  not  aware,  howeve~,  of  the  time  needed  for  these  national 
procedures  and  assume  that  the  time  is  Lost  at  Community  level.  In  fact,  very 
Little  time  is  Lost  in  the  Commission's  departments.  To  clarify  this 
situation,  the  beneficiaries  are  notified,  by  means  of  an 
acknowledgement  slip,  of  the  dates  on  which  their  application  reached  the 
Commission. - 15  -
Payments  under  Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77  (%) 
Countries  1978  1979  1980  1981  1982  1983  1984 
IBELGIQUE/BELGIE  I  92  I  95  I  84  87  71  61  2 
iDANMARK  I  83  I  95  I  96  96  72  62  2 
!DEUTSCHLAND  I  94  I  92  I  75  81  63  40  7 
IELLAS  I  - I  - I  - 22  10  6  0 
!FRANCE  I  75  I  77  I  76  74  54  28 
!IRELAND  I  64  I  52  I  61  58  52  16  1 
IITALIA  I  58  I  57  I  62  48  30  14  0 
!LUXEMBOURG  89  I  96  I  0  93  60  38  0 
!NEDERLAND  83  I  81  I  82  80  74  42  23 
I  UNITED  KINGDOM  90  71  I  72  69  46  31  3 - 16  -
3.  INDIRECT  MEASURES 
The  date  relating  to  the  financing  of  indirect  measures  are  given  in  the 
tables  listed below: 
(a)  Socio-structural  directives:  Annexes  35  to  37 
(b)  Measures  for  less-favoured  areas:  Annex  38 
Directive  75/268/EEC  on  mountain  and  hill  farming  and  farming  in 
certain  less-favoured  areas  and  Directive  78/627/EEC  on  the 
restructuring  and  conversion  of  vineyards:  Annex  39 
Directives  79/359/EEC,  79/173/EEC  and  78/628/EEC  concerning  the 
conversion  of  vineyards  in  the  Charentes,  irrigatiaon  in  Corsica  and 
drainage  in  Ireland:  Annex  40 
Regulations  (EEC)  Nos  1820/80,  1821/80  and  1054/81  on  the  development 
of  agriculture  in  the  West  of  Ireland,  the  development  of  sheep 
farming  in  Greenland  and  the  development  of  beef  production  in 
Ireland:  Annex  41 
Regulations  (EEO  Nos  1939/81  and  1942/81  and  Directive 79/197/EEC  on 
drainage  in  Ireland  and  Northern  Ireland,  the  Less-favoured  areas  of 
Northern  Ireland  and  integrated  development  of  the  Western  Isles: 
Annex  42 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1940/81  and  '1944/81,  Directive 81/527/EEC on an  integrated 
development  programme  for  the  department  of  Lozere, cattle  farming  in 
Italy and  agriculture  in  the  French  overseas  departments  :  Annex  43 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1975/72  concerning  agricultural  development  1n 
certain  regions  of  Greece:  Annex  44 
(c)  Structural  measures  connected  with  EEC  market  organizations:  Annex  45 
(d) 
Producer  groups  in  the  hop,  fruit-and-vegetable  and  cotton  sectors 
(Regulations  (EEC)  Nos  1696/71  and  1035/72):  Annex  46 
Milk  non-marketing  premiums  <Regulation  <EEC)  1078/77):  Annex  47 
Eradication  of  brucellosis,  tuberculosis  and  Leucosis 
(Directive  77/391/EEC  and  32/400/EEC)  :  Annex  48 
Measure  for  the  conversion  of  vineyards  and  measure  in  support  of  a 
Community  citrus-fruit  (Regulations  (EEC)  Nos  1163/76  and  2511/69): 
Annex  49 
Eradication  of  classical  swine  fever  <Decision  80/1096/EEC)  and 
measures  for  producer  groups  in  the  fisheries  sector 
(Regulation  (EEO  No  3796/81):  Annex  50 
Abandonment  of  areas  under  vines  and  renunciation  of  replanting 
(Regulation  (EEO  No  456/80)  and  restructuring  of  vineyards 
(Regulation  ( EEO  No  458/80):  Annex  51 
Advance  payments  available,  used,  carried over  and  made  in  1984:  Annex  52 - 17  -
4.  VERIFICATION  AND  IRREGULARITIES 
For  the  purposes  of  the  checks  made  prior  to  the  payment  of  aid  from  the 
Section,  the  documents  specified  in  the  rules governing  each  measure  must  be 
forwarded  to  the  Commission  in  every  case. 
These  documents,  which  are  sent  either via  the  Member  States  (in  the  case  of 
direct  measures)  or  by  the  Member  State  (in  the  case  of  indirect  measures) 
must  include  not  only  the  evidence  enabling  the  eligibility of  expenditure  to 
be  checked  but  also  certificates  and/or  vouchers  issued  by  the  Member  State 
and  showing  that  its authorities  have  inspected  and  approved  such  evidence. 
Thus,  the  verification  work  at  Community  level  is essentially  concerned  with 
these  documents.  Where  appropriate, 
Member  States  for  further  verification 
inspections  are  carried  out  either  to 
individual  vouchers are  sent  by  the 
of  expenditure.  On-the-spot 
check  that  proper  and  effective 
administrative  measures  are  taken  at  national  level  or  to  investigate  cases 
which  are  doubtful  or  present  special  problems.  In  addition  to  this  work, 
seminars  are  held  for  the  national  civil  servants  to  familiarize  them  with 
Community  procedures. 
4.1  Verification  of  direct  measures 
{a)  Verification  of  payment  applications 
This  work  revealed  that  in  523  cases  the  data  supplied  were  not 
sufficient  to  justify  the  payments  requested,  and  additional  information 
was  needed. 
Overall,  34%  of  the  payment  applications  entailed  additional 
information  - 26%  for  Ireland,  45%  for  France,  46%  for  Italy,  21%  for 
Denmark,  5%  for  Greece,  38%  for  the  United  Kingdom,  18%  for  the 
Netherlands,  4%  for  Belgium  and  7%  for  Germany.  Also,  in  106  cases,  the 
replies  were  not  sufficient  and  further  requests  for  additional 
information  were  needed  - 71  cases  concern  France,  25  Italy,  5  Ireland, 
3  the  United  Kingdom  and  2  Luxembourg. 
The  percentage  of  cases  requiring  further  information  remains  very  high, 
although  an  improvement  seems  to  have  got  under  way  from  the  second  half 
of  1984  onwards. - 18  -
For  France  and  Italy,  the  percentage  is  heavily  influenced  by  regional 
projects  (Regulations  (EEC)  Nos  1760/78,  269/79  and  1362/78),  and  by  the 
Last  projects  still  to  be  settled  under  the  old 
Regulation  <EEC)  No  17/64. 
The  number  of  requests  for  further  information  justifies  the  number  of 
on-the-spot  checks.  On  the occasion  of  such  checks,  training of  national 
officials  is organized. 
(b)  On-the-spot  inspections 
In  1984,  40  on-the-spot  inspections  were  made,  as  compared  with  39  in 
1983:  10  in  Italy,  12  in  France,  8  in  the  Netherlands,  3  in  Belgium  and  7 
in  Ireland. 
4.2  Verification of  indirect  measures 
4.2.1  In  1984  the  total  number  of  reimbursement  applications  to  be  processed 
was  131,  but  individual  files  and  other  data  relating  to  a  further  8  560 
beneficiaries  also  had  to  be  scrutinized. 
4.2.2  On-the-spot  inspections 
(a)  General  socio-structural  measures 
Directive  72/159/EEC 
United  Kingdom 
In  connection  with  this  measure,  an  on-the-spot  inspection  took  place  in 
London  at  the  Ministry  for  Food  and  Agriculture,  at  the  Land  Improvement 
Division  and  at  Guildford.  The  main  purpose  was  to  verify  the  procedure  and 
the  result  of  a  survey  carried  out  by  the  Member  State  at  the  request  of  the 
Commission  for  investments  in  the  private  sector.  It  was  found  that  in 
general  the  ceiling set  in  Article 9  of  the  Directive  was  complied  with.  In  a 
few  exceptional  cases,  in  respect  of  which  the  maximum  investment  was 
exceeded,  the  EAGGF  contribution must  be  paid  back. - 19  -
France 
Another  on-the-spot  inspection  in  connection  with  this  measure  was  made  in  the 
department  of  Tarn,  concerning  expenditure  under  Article 13  on  irrigation. 
The  place visited was  Puy-Laurens,  at  the  place of  charging  where  the  vouchers 
are  filed  and  at  the  Blan  commune  pumping  station  and  at  two  farms  with 
developing  plans.  The  irrigation operation visited  is described  by  the  French 
authorities  as  a  model  of  efficiency,  both  in terms  of  execution  and  in  terms 
of  economic  results.  The  Community  rules  and  the  ceiling set  in  Article 19 
have  been  complied  with. 
(b)  Measures  for  Less-favoured  regions 
Directive  No  75/268/EEC 
The  verifications  were  carried out  in  the  Netherlands  at  Utrecht,  Ministry  of 
Agriculture,  in  the  Waterland  and  Dinkeldal  regions. 
Even  allowing  for  the  special  situation  in  the  Netherlands,  certain  problems 
arise  with  regard  to  the  criteria  referred  to  for  Listing  Less-favoured 
areas,  given  the  low  degree  of  use  of  the  compensatory  allowance~ which  in  some 
regions  is  not  used  at  all. 
regions  should  be  reviewed. 
Directive  No  78/627/EEC 
For  this  reason,  the  list  of  less  favoured 
The  on-the-spot  inspection  was  carried  out  at  Nimes,  at  the  headquarters  of 
the  Compagnie  Nati ona le  de  l'  Amenagement  de  La  Region  du  Bas-Rhone  et  du 
Languedoc.  It  was  ascertained  that  the  irrigation  operations  were  being 
carried  out  under  the  Directive  in  accordance  with  Community  requirements. 
However,  the main  point  noted  was  that  the  national  implementing  programme  has 
got  well  behind  schedule,  especially with  regard  to  irrigation.  Also,  the 
vi sit  revealed  the  problem  of  the  l-lfif1fulnetS$  for  the  EAGGF  of  an  advance 
payment  to  the  Member  State  where  the  national  financing  system  provides  only 
for  subsidy  applications  ~fter the  work  has  been  executed. - 20  -
Regulation  CEEC)  No  1940/81 
The  on-the-spot  inspection  was  carried  out  in  France,  at  the  Departl)1ental 
Directorate  of  Agriculture  of  Lozere,  at  Mende. 
It  was  found  that  Regulation  CEEC)  No  1940/81  is  being  satisfactorily 
implemented,  from  the  administrative  point  of  view.  Certain  problems 
concerning  the eligibility of  expenditure  were  pinpointed,  and  the  Commission 
has  acted  on  these.  Lastly,  it was  clear  that  the  rate of  execution of  the 
programme  during  the  early  years  and  that  the  objectives  set  in 
Regulation  CEEC)  No  1940/80  and  in  the  programme  approved  by  the  Commission 
cannot  be  reached  on  time. 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1975/82 
On-the-spot  verification  covered  1983  and  1984  expenditure.  In  Athens  there 
was  a  central  wide-ranging  discussion  with  8  different  departments  of  the 
Ministry  of  Agriculture  and  representatives  of  the  EEC  Court  of  Auditors; 
visits  to  Patras,  Tripolis  and  Sparta  to  the  Department  of  Agriculture  and 
Forestry  at  prefecture  level  were  made. 
Also,  on  a  sample  basis,  the  sites for  10  different  schemes  were  visited.  The 
files  and  documentary  evidence  for  13  of  the  16  different  structural  measures 
provided  for  in  the  Regulation  were  verified  in  3  nomos.  It  was  found  that 
despite  what  are  satisfactory  implementing  arrangements  in  theory,  their 
complexity  and  the  Large  number  of  responsible  departments  make  it  difficult 
to  coordinate  and  apply  fully  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1975/82. 
Also,  the  application  of  this  Regulation,  as  that  of  other  regulations 
involving  integrated  programmes,  inevitably  involves  heavy  administrative 
costs  and  compels  the  governments  of  the  Member  State to  organize  coordination 
and  responsibilities  among  the  various  departments  on  the  basis  of  detailed 
and  specific  instructions. 
(c)  Veterinary  measures  in  the  Community 
Decision  80/1096/EEC 
For  this  measure,  2  on-the-spot  inspections  were  made: - 21  -
Belgium 
The  first  visit  took  place  in  Brussels,  at  the  Ministry  of  Agriculture, 
Department  for  Veterinary  Inspection  at  Uccle,  at  the  National  Institute for 
Veterinary  Research  at  Antwerp,  and  the  Veterinary  Inspectorate  of  the 
8th  "circonscription".  It  was  found  that  the  administrative execution of  the 
measure  was  entirely  satisfactory  and  that  the  regulations  and  control 
procedures  were  properly  complied  with. 
Germany 
The  second  vi sit  was  to  Munster  (North  Rhine/Westphalia)  and  Hanover 
(Lower  Saxony),  to the  departments  responsible,  and  to  the  Tierseuchenkasse. 
The  inspection  showed  that  the  various  regulations  are  properly  implemented. 
A question  of  interpretation  concerning  the  composition  of  the  Member  State's 
expenditure  has  been  referred  to  the  Commission  staff. 
4.3  Irregularities 
The  cases  of  irregularities are  shown  in  the  tables at  Annexes  55  to  57. 
As  the  tables  show,  33  new  cases  were  recorded  in  1983,  4th  quarter  and  in 
1984,  13  of  which  have  already  been  settled. 
Of  the  total  of  568  cases  recorded,  490  (86%)  have  been  closed  and  finally 
settled. REG\JLAT I  ON  BELGIQU£7 
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,.// Aid  payments  from  the Fund,  by  ~ember State,  up  to  31  December  1934  ANNEX  2 
DIRECT  MEASURES 
(U~/EUA/ECU) 
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rom  1  t.4D9.2D9,95  ls.oo1.m,7o 1 33,251,4.61,25[5.871.402,28  54,852.234,15 17.059,870,49: 13o.z15.04-3,30 I  45B.B35,9o!  1Z.952.86~.so 
1
17.847.417,291  2B3.930.D74,121 
I  TOTAL  II  i 6.817.421, 56 
~~OTAL  1 •  1  L.m.6J1,51 
I  NO I  RECT  t1EASURES 
Payments  from  1 January  to  31  December  1984 
11,183,638,2~ 59.6H.  799,7514  7.415,486,10 .  95,293.555,77 53.028.074,961  3.125.  955,52  13.4  77.931,80 113.023.207,821101.993,804, 951  395.005.876,4  7 
16.185,372,  9~ 92.899.261,00 )53.286.888. 38  \150,14 5,  789,92 70.087.94  5,41133.340.998, 82)3.935.  767.70 j25.986.072. 62 )119.841.222. 2  41  678.936.950. 59 ''[lSc'L  BELGI(JIJ[/9[lG![ 
•  ·Jenera~  soci }-str~cLn.· 
Jir-ecti •e  ~~:  72.T:J/£EC  3  .. 4.32.~36,f2 
Jirecti :e  \o  72,'EC/EE  24.Jsg,4-o 
Directive  f.;  72 '1:1/EEC  229.01,9,10 
TOTAL  I  3,685,8.5,48 
! i.  To  assist  less-fa..,.o  ... red  regions 
)irectlve lio  75/103/EEC  2,1,30,033,12 
Reg,lalion  (EEC)  ho  270/19  -
Reg,la!icn  (EEC}  No  19 ..  /81  -
Jlredl,e  No  73/627/EEC  -
Olrectlve  No  79/173/[EC  -
)ireclive  No  19/174/EEC  -
JiC'cllve  No  19/359/EEC  -
iegulalicn  (EEC)  No  1940/81  -
Directive  \c.  31/527/[EC  -
Directive  No  76/623/EEC  -
01 reel i  ve  No  7  9/197/EEC  -
Rego1a\lon  (EEC)  No  1620/80  -
Regula\ I  on  (EEC)  No  105it/81  -
Regulation  (HC)  No  1821/80  -
qegu hi  I  on  (EEC)  ~ o 1939/81  -
Regulation  (EEC)  No  19+2/61  -
<egu1atlon  ('EC)  No  1975/82  -
Regulation  (EEC)  llo  2966/63  -
Regulation  (EEC)  ~o 2958/63  -
TOTAL  II  2;430,038,12 
111.  Structural  connected  111th  co:.:~~on 
11arket  organi zat\ ons 
He<Juiatlon  !f£Cj  No  p6g/.H  -
Regulation  C  No  59/  -
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72  58,786,70 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  369/81  -
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1078/77  642,751,26 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1163/76  -
Regclallon  (EEC)  ~o  456/80  -
Regulation  (EEC)  No  457/10  -
Regulation  (EEC)  ~o  458/80  -
Regu),tlon  (EEC)  \o  2511/59  -
TeiiL  Ill  701,537,96 
TGT~L  I •  II  •  Ill  6.R17 ,421,56 
~  :. ;;shery  ~easures 
Financed  under  item  l!.01  of the budget 
.'eguia\1 en  (EEC)  No  3796/81  TOTAL  IV  -
TCT ~L  I •  ll  •  Ill  •  1  V  6,817,421, 56 
r; nanced  chapter  33  of the  b·.Jd9e.t 
Jireclive ;, 82/•0C/EE.:  1,114,174,34 
?egulation  (EC:;)  \o 1GS5/R1  -
Jecision  ~k1  CG/1~.16/E£:  1.606,344,27 
Regulation  (EEC)  1, 0  2969/33  -
TOT ',l  2  .. 721.713,51 
Gi~HjQ  fJT.IL  9, 539,140,17 
~- -
t \j  I:::~  ·~~:- ::.ES 
F-1yoents  :1.:ie  in  1  ~14 for  ;ener3. ·  scci :-strt.:ch:ra I  -:~asures,  :~eas:..~res  b  assist  less~hvoured  re;~ crs 
and  str·Jctura~  :J:easJres  :or;r,ecte~  111t1.  tC"l:::m  11ar~et  0rq~nlzations 
:JA~~AR'  DcCTSCH~All  EeL>:  FF.AI:i  IRELA~"  IH.i' 
f.663 ••  30, 75  zg,,;g,J\9, 11  , 3:.67~, 75  21.45!,..0!t.7, 74.  -
- 739,764,\9  - 270,999,45  26,123,61  -
132,752,3\  356,013,46  - - 1<6,740,85  -
6.796,183,09  30,665,127,74  150.670,75  21.735,0<7 ,19  172,861,, 45  " 
- 12,295,322,95  2it.877 ,991 '70  31,952,599,91  25,3S.,109,33  -
- - - - -
- - - - - 2,8<5,5!12, 5I, 
- - - 5,865,573,12  - -
- - - 225,087,33  - -
- - - - - -
- - 197,143,61  - -
- - - \9),61,0,03  - -
- - - 10,95r,,723,6\  - -
- - -- - 8,1,55,7<7,1,1  -
- - - 655,836,77  -
- - - - 8,078,831' 99  -
- - - - 6.  716,623;73  -
21<,166,00  - - - - -
- - - - - . 
- - - - - -
- - 19,342.267,02  - - -
- - 306,1,17,51  - - -
- - - - - -
2",186,00  12,295.322,96  44,526.596,23  50,702,768,04  51.261,m,23  2,8+5.692, s. 
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
- - - 451,,646,12  - 260,252,93 
- - 2.708,219,11  - - -
'·  143.267,15  16,066,072,26  - 5,943,15C,16  1,593,861,27  -
- - - I 
- - -
- - - H. 595,070,05  .  -
- - - - - - - 521,276,77  - 1,659.475,61  - -
- - - - - -
4,  H3,267 ,15  16,687,349,05  2,108.219,12  22,843.~4.  5-I  1,593,861,27  260,262,98 
11,183,636,24  59,647.799,75  47 ••  15,1,85,10  95,281,359,17  53,028.074,96  3,125,955,52 
- - - 12.196,00  - -
11,183,638,Z.  59,647,799,15  47,415,485,10  95,293,555,77  53,028,074,95  3,115. 955,52 
28,281,07  m.no,52  210,064,15  2.665,410,0.\  1,560,691,14  1,  524,991,75 
- - - - - -
- 5, 721.529,75  53,\73,0:  462,853,59  - -
- - - - - 21,!22.~85,  72 
2a,2B1, 07  5,356, lOG, 37  263.5'1,6•:  3,148,263,63  1,560,591, 74  23,347,577,17 
11,211,919,31  os.sc•.1oo.11  '7.579.C2o,9·:  93.441.81g,4Q  51o,5S8,766,70  26 •  .l73.632,gg 
-----
LUXP1SCURG  IEDEUIC 
51C."2,27  10.931.596,83 
-
- -
51C,I61,27  10.931,596,88 





























145.365, H  2.064,968, 60 
3.471.931,RO  13.023.201,82 
- -
3,477,931,60  13.023,207,82 
- -
-
2,153,19  6,588,016,42 
- -
2,153,11  6.588,016,,1 
j,\80.09', gg  19,511.124,30 
~ '.'.E  ~  5 
(["  \ 
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•.478  OonOQal  3  351 
lorlh-Vest  2  515 
5•831  lorth-Ea.t  10  3,812 
5,056  Vest  5  2.317 
"ldlands  3  3,215 
3•321  East  5  927 
157  Kldw"l  3  1,1J.\O 
South-East  3  2.042 
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~  e  o  ~  ~  - 0 
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~ 
•  c  c 
"' 
~  .  c  ~  ~  .  ~  .  pa. 
~  ~  ~ a 
"  F '- ~ ~  "'  .  .  X  z  c  ~  1:-i~  . 
~  " 
~  =  0- ~  "' 
IF I  andre  Stork/- chhswl9- llo-de- Nit& I  10  1.853  Oon"9111  21  8,270  PI •onto  22  9.011  Luxe•- Brocloglrl  3  72+  llo..th  27  1,9c6 
jori 1<1lol o/  beobarn  '  E53  ~ohh\o  8.\  16,575  France  3  120  Vallo  bourg  12  2.112 
Anatollk\  lorth-VtSt  9  3.m  5  1.015  Frl ..  hnd  5  3,566  orkshl re-
;Coli- 30  5,1C8  ,6st  fa.- ~aabun;  2  2,582  Cha•paon•  st.-..  9  8.6.\8  d'Ao•te  fu•bersl de  36  ),119 
tr; aander.l  Ardnnes  13  5,681  lorlh-Eost  >,7  17 •  .\13  l\ourla  •  2.791  O_.tho  1  55 
IFI aodro 
Stora!laol  ~Ioder- Picardie  9  2,912  Oltikl  loabard\a  19  H.m  a st. 
oltskl  Vas!  26  12.19\  Onrljutl  9  1.9.\5 
~achsen  82  23,891  llavtt- Sterea  9  6.889  Trenll oo- ~ldlaods  37  9.119  r  .. 
Storicp- 31  1.061t  Koraandlo  2<  6,187  "' dlands 
16  1C.535  Aile Ad\9  5.\  2+.353  Gal clorlan  28  .\,320 
d- b!Mavo  ~roaen  4  m  Pelo,o- ut-
e.aaderen  57  9.392  Centro  11  5,590 
olss:or  31  13.39.\  East  .\2  11.675  Veneto  58  23,136 
atrec:ltt  I  1.217  fl"'llla  37  7.175 
Yes\  for  ~ordrlleln- e.,,._  Frlul\-
von/  S!orobael  m  25,536  ~estfal80  51  1.\.290  lorwandlo  17  5.591  Thrak\  \  696  HI dve.t  21  6.456  Veoezla  G.  1  698  ~ord- outh-Eacl  53  -:;.o~g 
!werpetl  26  4.527 
Grpnlllld  Pesstn  7.\  15,925  10  2.783  Ana to  11 kl  South-East  0  13.226  Eallla- Hollud  23  9.28+ 
~ouib-Vest  IC  9.129 
Bourgogne  R  ..  aqna  151  r,) .796 
hbocrq/  lord-Pas- 1\akedoola  7  7.713  Zal d-
ll•burq  10  2.214  Flort  ~hell  bad- de-Calais  21  11,012  Soutb-Vut  '>3  11.101  Toscona  57  12.03+  Kcllaod  .\)  18.638  ~Ht-
roq\oaer  1  102  Pfalz  50  11.305  5  2.971  h!!lrlk\  u.r  ... ,.  34  1o.m  !  ~I dlands  Zit  :.g43 
llrabaol  21  .\.189  Lorralao  1\akedoo\a  15  19.285  lkll!l- lla.:he  42  23,896  Znlu~  16  1.228 
~den- 10  +.116  regional  • 
2,.\01  ~ortb-Vut  19  3.830 
A  1  sace  Lazlo  73  28.675 
p1alnatrl/  ~D..ttaa- 292  35.1+5  Fraoche- Dltlkl 
Caapa~\a  18  29.057  herd- ales  31  5. 755  . 
~O<li,QOU- 16  1.810  Coate  2  1,125  llakedonla  •  2.061  lraloaot  23  6.775 
"~ 
Abruzzi  25  2+.627  ; i.99()  i 
~"'"  Pays-de- cot land  12.\ 
~yern  70  31.511  lplro•  1.\  10.377  Hollse  3  2,293  llabarg  10  1.992 
laour/ 
la-lolra  26  11,216  Puol Ia  33  J6.m  ortbern- I 
aarlaod  4  2.312  Bretagne  36  16.809  Ken!rlkl  Z.IJ. 
iaaen  5  1,093  Ba•llicot  19  23.186  I  roland  86  E.133 i 
~erlln 
Pol lou- Shrea  1  1.812  3.\  37.733  Po14erc  1  126 
~  l09•/  12  5,126  Calabrlo  ~ultl- I  - - Cbarao!es  12  10.513  ,,  lt0.6J4  13'!  18  2,591  (Vorl)  7-1  1.\.318  Thtssalia  Sicl 1 ia  later- 1 
._ulk  Aqu\taloo  >3  30.689 
aq\ onal  .  I 
luuabourg  ~ehrere  "' dl-
Krill  8  4.238  Sardqna  r1gl1aa  1  e 
"ulti- gtbl tdoo  1  73 
~eglooeo  Pyriohs  31  8.098 
r- axeabun;  6  890  - - "•Ill- regi cnall  15  18.083 
l>atroffend  Lhouslo  9  2.191 
ri9t onaux  7  .\7.661 
:•ult i- Rhone-
(191 onau>/  Alpes  29  13.087 
;1«ter- Auvrgne- .\  1.527 
,lonale  laoquedoc  b79 





d'Azor  98  18.908  I 
Corse  3  111  i 
I  D.O. II.  7  2.380 
I  Multl- i  '·. 
rOQ\ooaux  1.\  9.18.\ 
,.,  192  35.760  173  30.365  713  153.883  746  233.09)  32  138.HO  275  96.805  762  H0.526  112  2,1t12  171  49.973  517  101. ';38 
. '4 ~ 
-JIRECT  ~EIS'.i2ES  l'.':( (  ' 
I'OrJ'I<:1er.t  :f  :::1r~:et1nQ  strc.dures  ~  .1Pgul3ticn  (EEC)  tio  355('7- '(e-::.r  nqi,. 
(E~; 
:C·.GI~c[/BcLGI[  QUt.oA~~  ~r  ..  :;:;.;~:.1-C  I  [;,<:  FR<I:'  I  ~[;1,1[  I i A~ ' !  ~~·X[1",8J~·~G  T2Tll 
:  NO< UN:  U  i I![] K  I N·IIO' 
'!  ;)f 
S E ·:  T C R 
i  ~lJ:t- Num- ~:;-I 
Nu>.~- Nu111- N!l::~- !ju-'- I  Nu.1- ll:':l- \.:Ill- u.-
I  cer  AId  ber  AId  'ld  ber  AId  ber  AId  er  Aid  ber  Aid  ber  lid  ber  Aid  ber  Aid  ber  Aid  sec-
i  pro- granted  pro- granted  pra- granted  pro- Qr3nted  pro- granted  ro- granted  pre- granted  pro- granted  pro- granted'  pro- granted  pro- granted 
::"s 
I  1 ect  · ects  ectsl  I jec\  jects  jects  jeds  ject  j ects  j eels  jects  I  --
I  I 2  1.  Milkproduds 
~ I 
- - - - I  55,709  1  13.880  - - 3  3. 524.058  - - - - - - 6  3.604.0.7 
11.  ~eat  I  737,048  11  2,300.131  5  1. sn.Jo~  5  20.670.754  17  10,  H1.  758  H  9.488.524  4  3.757.692  - - 5  336,131  30  8,641,987  95  59.66E.385  27 .. 
I 
Ill.  Wine  '  - - - ]6  5,626,6>5  8  7.820.645  103  9.838.425  - - 10  ••  490.660  3  770.399  - - - - 150  28.545.785  ~2. g 
IY.  Fruit  and  vegetables  a  1.011.174  2  485.517  1G  3,320,314  9  7,072.610  40  8,515.984  3  1.583.36•  32  20.538.567  - - 9  2.865.372  14  1.82 ••  670  127  47.318.572  21,5 
V.  F1overs  ar.d  p·:ants  - 2  209.844  1  .3.546  1  3.969.609  1  202.385  - - - - - - - - - - 5  4.425.48.  2,0 
Yl.  Fishery  products  -S  720.778  11  739.822  11  557,215  7  1.359.072  5  815.766  7  2.026.595  11  ••  138.455  - - - - 18  1,534.  748  77  11,902,<52  5,4 
VII.  Cereals  g  2.31;5.232  1  85.5()4  '23  3.C72.9\C  2  28\,407  4  2.137.m  2  394.682  <9  17.928.657  - - - - 17  4.560.338  107  30.91G. 75()  ·a,o 
VIII.  Anioal  feed  - - - - - - - - - - 3  1.0~2.3571  3  570.834  - - - - 5  1.203.865  11  2.837 .~57  1,3 
IX.  Seeds  1  87.059  2  H6.105  7  1.121.199  1  1,927.155  4  1,579.010  - - - - - 2  101.228  5  '>94.269  23  5.786.C25 
I 
2,6 
X,  Eggs  ,nd poultry  ~ I 
899.485  1  62.153  - - 2  362.382  - - 4  975.921  - - - - 8  1.067.964  6  782.333  23  4.1!11.239  1,9 
X  1.  C1lve  oil  - - - - - 7  3.677.593  - - - - 8  8.417.395  - - - - - - 15  12.095.(.68 
I 
5, 5 
XII,  Tobacco  - '  - - - - - - - - - - 3  736.342  - - - - - - 3  736. 3+2  0,3 
1111.  Other  2  1~2.080  - - c  2.042.703  - - 5  1.013,886  8  1.575.529 I  2  1.553.677  - - I  - 11  2.100.220  34  8.468.195  I 
J,9  '  - ' 
:3]  17.107.072,125  11:~.0  I 
TOTAL  ~El GR;NT£0  5.983.857  30  4,350.076  99  19,387,C4G  H  47.211.036  191  34,359.G78,  41  65.656.337  3  770.399  2'>  4,370.695  107  21.m.m  687  120.448.~21 
i  I  I 
I 
1  97.158.2•51  152 • .U.1911  48,445.4921  I 
I 
TCHL  IWIESnENT  '  I  31.775.494  37.145.099  100.091.157  206,742,523  3.1~.511  29.883.994  112.848.933  819.655.739 
I  I  I  i 
-------------- - --------------)I RE:T  ·'lDSURES  ~ \  '<E  I.  9 
l!:!proJe':lent  :f '!larkel:ir,;  struch:res  - fte:julation  (f[C'i  ~G 355/77  -Years  n?S-1J:I.. 
(Ec,/WJ\ 
B£LGICOJE/BELGI[  OU.
11.A~K  DEUlSCHLAIIJ  ELL AS  FRAN:[  IRELAIO  I!All A  LUX[MBOORG  WEDERLA!fl  UWITfD  KIUl~'  r:. r  ~L  '!  of 
tU:ll- • U1- U::il- Nuo- un- Nuo- u::;- 1 um-
!\LiJ::I- lu11- sec- Nur=-
AId  ber  "d  ber  AId  ber  AId  ber  AId  ber  Aid  ber  Aid  ber  Aid  ber  Aid  ber 
;•,  Aid 
S E C T ~  R  ber  granted  granted  ~rant~: 
er 
grante-!  ~ : rs  granted  ro- granted  pro- granted  pro- granted  pro- granted  pro- granted  pro- graded  pro- pro-
oro- rc-
~~gts  jects  j ect  jects  j eels  jects  jects  j eds  jects 
i•d·  i•d• 
I_  ~llkproducls  25  5. 585.760  17  3,596.562  65  29.965.363  •J  11,8:.J.226  16  7.846.982  57  15.602.019  63  25.059.267  - - ~1  12,665,466  58  14.31S.C32  351  126,S.6,677  9,,9 
II.  U:eat  51  9.6<2.890  49  12.388.411  43  14.613,104  9  25,679.563  100  52.634,959  81  ~5.51;6,707  28  15.229.124  - - 44  8,450.564  123  36,1C3. ;z~  528  210.!'138,912  i7 ,..~ 
Ill.  \line:  - - - - 180  26.290,222  24  16,+40.328  301  77.171.573  - - 165  81,130.908  10  2.178.+90  - - - - 680  203.211.521  15, s 
1'1,  Fruit  and  vegetables  49  10,821,531  8  1,093,253  m  27,900,037  41  10,049.891  203  56,496,051;  5  3,310.611  240  175,518.347  - - 38  15.373.210  47  6.o~E  .. 1  ;s  756  315.719,130  Ll, 7 
v.  Flowers  and  phnts  2  110.170  10  2,153,018  21  4,694,881  1  3,969.609  4  1.857,567  2  356.329  1  2,169,201  - - 14  10.15+,116  3  l!,.4.230  58  15,515.862  2,0 
VI.  Fishery  products  13  1,180,065  51  4,198,6H  28  1,733,51;1  7  1,359,072  11  5.118.705  35  9. 786.588  67  33.98+.296  - - H  1,195,860  91  9,485, 911  338  58.142.681  s. 3 
i  VII,  Cereals  20  3,299,088  1  85,504  111  19,531.996  12  45,919,039  16  7.899.112  34  6,179.377  99  39,851.317  - - - - 68  16,G01,;J1  m  138,767.424  ~ G, 8 
I  VIII,  Ani•al  feed  2  960.801  7  2.194,928  - - - - 1  152.831  19  7.183.383  8  6,351,9H  1  22.584  - - 13  2,229,5:0  61  19,095,160  1, 5 
!  IX,  Seeds  7  576.196  8  1,809,0<7  56  11,385.486  1  1,927.155  33  12.586.840 
I  - - 3  464.246  1  210,688  6  320.663  19  1. 703.121  m  30.983.745  2,4 
I  x.  Eggo;  and  pouitry  12  1,944,475  6  1.021. 582  4  1,670.983  3  2,221,936  3  902.435  28  5. 599,151  14  1,813,035  37  6.059,>67  107  21.133.064  1, 7 
I  - - - -
I  XI,  Olive  oil  - - - - - - 23  8,151.G33  10  1,631,968  - - 34  21.093,037  - - - - - - 67  30,875.538  z  1  ~ 
lll.  Tobacco  - - - - 1  168,519  - - - - - - 35  25.503,482  - - - - - - 36  25,672.C01  2,0 
':II.  Otf.er  11  1,638. 546  6  1. m.  s-o  47  15.928,716  1  571,698  38  B. 796,915  14  3,240.386  19  14,110,222  - - - 47  9.o3e.•zs  183  55,042.458  .. ,] 
l:>T~L  liD  GRAIITED  192  35,759,922  173  30,354.519  713  153,882,859  32  138.140,150  746  233,095,941  175  96,804.552  762  H0,525,J94  11  2.411.762  171  49.972.m  517  1Q1, 538,231  3,693  .252.496.304  1"-:. 0 
TOTAL  INYESTII[iiT  205,483,094  109,Z.S.021  801,129,188  351;.919,613  961,290,102  347.815.903  1,329.689,00\  10,917,577  397.423. 51;8  501,745,[•:  ~.11l,731,G98 
---·· --- ----- ---------- ---------·  .....  -- ..  ------ ---------_,  ----DIRECT  MEASURES  ANNEX  10 
Applications  for  aid  by  year  - 3uidance  Section  - Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77  - 1984 
Projects  submitted 
Number  of  Number  of 
I  ME:·IBER  STATES  Total  projects  I  projects 
or  no  longer  table 
needed 
Number  of 
projects 
not  comp 1  y-
ing  with 
conditions 
Projects  definitely  lodged 
Number  of 
projects 
rejected owing 




I  nveshent 
( 1000  ECU) 
Number 
Projects  financed 
Aid  granted 
(!DOG  ECU) 
Total 
Investment 
('ODD  ECU) 








number  withdrawn  unaccep-
.  ~i  --+------+  -1----t---·--+---+---
1  BELGIQI;E/8:L3!E  1)2  4  1  3  5,]94  I  31,775 
I 
JA~IMARK 






















1  14 
1 
2 
3  ~J  14---+--


















4  4.339 
28  I  ~.854 
2R3  I  394.163 































819.655 Dl RECT  ilEASURES  ANNEX  11 
Payments  made  up  to  31.12.198~ under  Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77 
(EUA/ECU) 
i  BELSIQLE/  OANMARK  DEi:TSC><LAND  ELL AS  '  FRANCE  IRE LA~D 
I  LUXE:180URG  TOTAL  YEAR  I 
I  TALIA  ~EDERLAtll  UNITED 
BELGI E  KINGOO~ 
1  97C  3. 1  c  5  •  57 5' 01  2  ,835. 734, 3C  1 5.~SB.578,J9  - ~  1~.114,79o,cE 13.7sc:.n5,76  16.985,282,111  178.231,41  3. s 51 •  7  3  g. 97  10,454.598' 94  73.247,206,65 
~ 't(9  4.1SC:.531 ,87  3fi'C29~~35,2f  11,..~36,172,~7  - I  1  S,483 .377, 31  2  .995, 583,94  31.543.922, OQ I  201.761,72  5.183.373. 30  7  o 513 o 513 1 4  3 
0 3,028.571,49 
~ J?(~  4.127 ,1G6, 53  3.375  .. ~1D,3  1',6Q1,73C,fi5  - /  28.732.6c3,J~  s.m.m,sE 
I 
1 1~.511.q24,2'f  35,675.397 ,Q3  - 6.231.042. 63  10.133,090,53 
I  : 
1  0'.  4,459,951,C7  4. 3C S, 4  G' , 2  2c.azc.m,Bsl  2.742.511,39  25.154.512,3] l1c.c13.75D,5c  2  9. 4  93.33 9. S3 I  4-8.513, 2C  9.737.544,88  9. 586.408,95  115.362.209,53  !  ,_.I 
I 
1  q~z  3.871.668,8'  3.:J54,m,9  17.352.867,29  1.042,184,09  18,554.477,11  7,856.497,2C 
i 
24.511,173,4-91  66.204,78  5.030,150, 56  6.745.134-,96  33, 9:J5.176. 40 
3,G31.754,59! 
I 
1  gs 3  3,1;42,73S,1C  2,9f,5.139,6  11,122.608,87  9,996.120,55  3.314,050,08  g,420,40S,1c  400.444,8  3,813,344,28  5,205.689,42  52. 713. 3QS , 6  2 
1  :J84  113.6 59,4- 91.946,0  1,238.411,10  - I  170.765,03  103,199,2  - - 858,927,88  624.749,46  3,206.659,1 g 
I 
GRANO  2;.m.z~c,9"  20~~~,3~6~6 100.o3o,g07,32  6,816,5r!o,j117.111.3Ci7,41  36.m.479,4E  148.549.578,52  895.155,98  34.714.123,50  50.268,185,74  539.225.556,22 
:  TOTAL 










Ull TED  K  I  Na::l011 
TOTAL 
'--
Aid  granted  to 
MEHBER  STATES  1978  projects 
financed  in  1978 
BELGIOUE/BELGIE  91, 35 
DANMRK  32,99 
DEUTSCHLAIIJ  92,52 
ELLAS  -
FRANCE  7ft, 0 ] 
I  RELAIO  :53,75 
lULl A  57151 
LUXE'IBOURG  3  9, 11"' 
IIEDERLAHO  22. 92* 
UN I  TED  K  I N(i)OII  ~9,::3 
Situation  by  ~ember State  of  projects  financed 
Regu13tion  (EEC)  No  355/77 
Projects  Projects  Proj eds 
financed  completed  not  carried  out 
191  1CS  1 
171  11 c  4 
712  4.32  E 
14G  27  2 
739  229  ~ 
273  1C3  11 
7'+s  254  eg 
12  ~  1 
170  91  6 
512  31 c  22 
3.566  1.577  150 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77 
Rate  of  payment  of  aid  granted 
Payments  as %  of  commitments 
Aid  granted  to  Ald  granted  to  Aid  granted  to 
1979  projects  1980  pro j acts  1981  projects 
fl nanced  In  1  97 9  financed  in  1980  financed  in  1981 
94, 81*  04-,0"  85,92 
94, 75"'  95,57  95, 9R 
91,65  75, (:1  n1, 06 
- - 21 '71 
7E, 92  75,C2  74,32 
52,44  51,02  57' 70 
56,85  62,09  48,28 
95, 72"'  C,CD  93 ,15* 
91,1t  31,72  79,73 
70,61  72, 1Q  59,41 
(*)  The  balance  consists  of  renunciations  and  suppressions. 
ANNEX  12 
Projects 














Aid  granted  to  Aid  granted  to  Aid  granted  to 
1982  projects  1983  projects  1984  projects 
financed  in  1982  financed  in  1983  financed  in  1984 
71 '1 0  60,96  2,14 
72,39  62,39  2,29 
~2.95  40,32  6,84 
9,64  s, 7e  o,co 
53,57  27,60  0, 54 
51,72  16,33  0,65 
30,46  13,75  0,00 
59,75  37' 92  o,co 
7  ;,  65  41,69  22,65 
45,91  3C, 73  3,07 ~ 
I Oilseeds and  oil plants 
Livestock  production  and 
mixed  progrd!TI1"€s 
I  Cereals 





Forestry - Horticulture 
Milk 
Cattle and  meat 
Eggs  and  poJLtry 
Fisheries 
Other,  including  cross-sector 
progra!TI1"€s 
Marketing  and  processing of 
agricultural  products 
I 
I 
!  TOTAL 
I 
I 
NUMBER  OF  PROGRAMMES 
l __________ 
"Sectoral"  progra!TI1"€s  l..l'lder  Reg.Jlation  CcEO  t\0  355177,  approved  by  31.12.1984 
Exchange  rate  :  2.1.1979 
BELGIQUE/  DANMARK  DEUTSCHLAi .lr  ELLAS  FRANCE  IRELAt~!J  IT ALIA.  LUXEF'BOURG 
BELGIE 
- - - m  104  - 65  -
- 50  14  379  104- 8  434  -
~  - 119  316  97  50  679  -
~  128  343  213  192  - 350  -
19  " 
87  - - 49  88  -
- - 373  37  337  - 200  11 
.. 
- - 2  1~  - - 80  -
13  3~  72  81  93  - - -
6  - 43  14  ~  36  40  -
96  265  345  9  209  185  - -
16  112  51  - 212  207  - -
20  6  9  - 137  4  19  -
6  n  48  50  n  43  115  -
10  - 10  - 122  - - -
- - - - - - 175  -
398  771  1. 26  1 480  1 719  :xl2  2,245  11 
13  12  45  8  17  10  19  1 
Al-l~EX  13 
(Investments  planned  in m ECU) 
~'EDERLAt  J{)  LJJITED  TOTAL 
KINGDO"l 
- - ~~6 
- - 989 
- 52  1  371 
122  - 1  ~~2 
- 52  339 
- - 9:xl 
- - 186 
19  10  322 
. 
113  82  Jn 
94  218  1 421 
40  HO  908 
24  33  252 
11  64  481 
- 255  397 
- - 175 
m  906  10  061 
1l  15  153 
- -· :; :  ~-~ :::1  10  ~.\S'. i1E S 
~<· :n?.  ':,rt.~·--:~.,.r  :;r  ~C7.t~Jr  S~2te  cf  :'l .. C:.~fd~  f~~-·,:o:Ej  ::r.  F.e  Jv'~ar.ce Sed len- Re;·JI2:i or.  I\.~  i?(~!:,./ft':.- Years  1934-1?79 
3' LGI OUE/BfLGI [  \"4!;1.: 
- .rrity  Aid 
~~  I  ;C<niei  I  re:'oc. 
hord 
Sod 
[13.146  I  tst  for 
StorE:~a€1 t 
13.910  Vest  fer 
Stcre':;,e/t 
Sra::ant  11.600  I orln land 
~·:.,;: ti  -· 
11.:" :i- 12.106  I  r~:i :ce• 
c.::nc.: 
~~.,  I  1J:.~- L 
I.:J......~  ."__l_ 
---- ----, -- ---.-
~ i d 
;:r 2 n~ eC 
JEciS"HLANJ  -1------;;\~S[  ~---------;~:>J 
C-:-.:-~r-ity  A,d  -::;  ---~. 
region  I  c•ar,;d_---r  reo;"  ~,;,;  ·-l.  rc;i=-.~~~.'-'-
10.521  I  Sct.les•ig~  I  52.csc  R€gl or.  3.105  Dorregal  5. 523 
Holstet n  p~r" si enne 
f~crth-ilest  2.939 
?8.371  l'~as)org  2.187  Rsssir  r:£.9~ 
'·orlh~Eas!  B.m 





5-\  I  ~ieoersacr.sen 
~ord  20.5'5  Wes\  2.491 
101.595 
Hi dlands  1.  745  [s\  21.553  5•
631  l;c~drhein~  52.191 
East  5.1f85  \l'esHalen  Ouest  93.51f5 
He-ss en  H.023  Sud-Owes!  48.59\ 
~ri dwesi:  1.811 
Rheinland-Pfalz  '>1.170  Cerrlre  Est  55.850 
Sou\h~Eas\  11.890 
Baden- 71.861  ~§dii:;r-rc.n!fe  72.096 
Sou\h-Wes\  12.716 
'JiirHf..':l!Jerg 
D.O.~  .•  8.329  Jl\ulti- 1&.770 
BayErl'l  109.728  regional 
Ku Hi- 22.158 
Saarland  815  regi or.a1 




~6.mj_  ____  _j  503.37~----~•2 I  I  73.320 
I  )ALIA  LUW3:':0c 
--.-1  (ic  1::-~.r.'\~  I  -·--··''  :  -o.c.';'  ·-'  re;iC'  ---f----
r.,;;·-:.r.  --~~  - -
t;ord  Ovest  31.7!li'  Grand  Ouch!  8.252 
Lo:barrlia  31.351 
~ord Est  111.818 
[o\  lia~  91.166 
Ro~:a;na 
Centre  106.994 
Lazlo  49.630 
CamJar.la  20.02'> 
Abruzzi- 3'>.508 
Ko1 i se 
Sud  120.901 
Sicilia  '>'.995 
Sardegna  7.327 
1'\ulti- 17.649 
re1: ona1 
I  I  568.161  I  I  8.852  I 
ANNEX  14 
(':·: leA] 
hEOERLHJ  L'~.1T£~ K  .. r:• 
C  :·- ~r.' ty 
re.;i cr.  .  I  ·~,  ~r' 'Y  .  >~ 
.  :t3i.~€...  -·- t€-;·, en  -__ -----1--
~t:~rd  45.624  Scot 1  and 
Gcst  23.188  oor\h 
'"\  4o.5oo  hort hern-
ZL.; :-test  lf.222  Ireland 
hid  18.952 
Nodh-\/est 
"'  . ~:  808 















.:- .... :::: 











I  m.6<2 ANNEX  15 
JIRECT  MEASURES 
Payments  made  up  to  31,12,1984  (EU4)  under  Regulat1on  No  17/64/EEC 
~--------- I 
~R  r 
SELGIOC£/ 
BUGlE 
FR.\ IK.C:  I  I  OAHMARK  T  OflJTSC•c_~f{l  I 
j  : 
I  RELA.I{) 
I 
!  ITALIA  I  LUXfHBctRG  !  K£DERLJ..I()  I  UliiT£0  I 
---t-- I  K  I  HCIXJM  f 
TOTAL 
1  196~ 
I  1965 
I  ,  966 
\  1957 
1968  1 
1968  lbls-11 
1969  I 
1969  11-11\-1'{ 
1970 
700.~5.00 





463, &I,J, GO  I 
8. 771.555, ~ 




7..,78.915.00  1 
16.317 .s_ s1.oo 
1 
2,391,611,00 
38,191,9ol.2,38  I 
.. 2.518,H6,66 
1,239,610,00 
:.  820.969.00 
7,996.~38,72 
~.i02.851 ,00 
'), 32'),5~9 ,00 
10.~12.711,  19 





















47,127. 7C3, 93 
.840.836,75!-
1  197i  11,295. m.  78 
r----;.--;  --r 
1  Total  ~2 292  H7  84  I 
1  964  to  1971  '  '  '  I 




31  ,360.~:11,  E~ 
3:;. SOB. 3  3  5, E  7 
13 c. 001.6:3' 93 
11.132.34?,28 
1,667.':3',44 
1  3c.S01.274,52 










15. m.212. so 
~.29~.3~9.21  ~






567,11 9,(\03, 15 
1  gn_ 
19?3 
197~  1 
1  97~  II 
!Qs.~!',_  ...  o:~S,-+2 
3.785,0!J4,35 




1975  I  I  5,492,C2C', 77)  5.02~.172,53 
1975  I!  ~~·  714,1~:·~'- I  3,~76,C~,8.;3 
1976  '.,323.LL,~7.  :J,J19,96L,~7 
I 
1977 
1 1<~:·w.~; j  0,252.360,71+ 
1978  j~  '"•
4
c:-,J.  I  -
1979  1.221.~ ·., :' 1  1,989,68',  gc; 
I GR'NO  TOTAL  ~?- ~nc ,,. ,.I ~2  ,n- 200  on  A  -~•A~e· _._,  ...  !  eJLJ 6  '~:r  ~ 
I 
- - l  --
42.h~.Tl,52  ~7.S13.193,S!,  - 2C,753,4-9':,31  1,028.938,~8  10,595,238,22  '  - 111.788,426,53 
+i.m,m,7c  2~.sc:.n,s2  ;,.szc.ri77,52  17,c?S.157,92  251,6+1,70  11.515.+51,9-\.  16,337.1t20,B9  131.643,7::C,55 
24.881,3C5,17  1~.233.?59,76  2.534.393,79  8,599,627,12  57,524,54  ~319.~10,77  6.425,798,81  68,110,141,3E 
23,781,c56,32  2~::."C'J.:37,51  ~.575.113,91  14,65E.395,37  862,182,26  7.693,552,45  13.914,507,10  101,967.259,54 
29,122.~sc,9f  i~.~s~.m.~g  3.082.480,11  9,219,R79,68  1+.962,00  9,259.620,31  6,563.172,89  84,652.155,24 
2C,6')3,J95,38  16,610.33C,93  3,157,310,26  9,374,1t34,24  - 5.497,708,60  13,762.043,73  78,260,959,81 
~1.C6cl,1C7,23  32,;94,1.~~·:51  9,666,010,51  2~.~~9,894,55  96,023,83  14,1~8,51C,23  17,8~5.5~2,84  183,741,78:,~8 
'::17.525,497, 77  31.v3D.3:Jo,o0  7,135,780,57  1,.ou3,214,52  82.079,37  B.3o5.742,79  15,1+9,754,17  158,129.23o,o4 
1.066.921,37  i.397.'4G,<~ I  - I  327.932,93  - - - 2,991.964,20 
25,743.~7~,94  _  ~.~sz.9o~._c3_1  z.o72.115,~2  1!..51':,773,~3  236,310,97  7.81:.m,Jc  s.cos.:JE6,93  77.351.793,77 
512.~13.4=7, '3  ?27._9:.~J5,1: l36,354.582,3E 12~3."'72.23::,73  E.775,275,19  1.565,756,435,9r1 





I  !lELAND 
IT ALI A 
LUXEMBOURG 
NEDERLAND 
UN I  TEO  K  I  N(l)()H 
TOTAL 
Situation by  ~1ember State of  projects financed 
Regulation  No  17/64/EEC 
Projects  Projects  Projects 
financed  completed  not  carried out 
7B8  763  22 
145  143  2 
1.u45  1.604  3fi 
1.049  ')70  54 
:m  277  24 
2.4H  1."/02  656 
3CJ  36  1 
513  482  27 
550  513  27 
7.456  6.490  R49 
ANNEX  16 
Projects 










117 ANNEX  17 
frojects  awarded  aid  by  the  Guidance  Section  of  the  EAGGF  in  1984  under  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  269/79  - Measure  for  forestry  in  certain  Mediterranean  regions 
MEMBER  STATES  Number  of  Aid  granted  Total  investments 
projects  (ECU)  (ECU) 
FRANCE  4  19.2~1.~52  38.949.471 
I  TALIA  7  24.613.492  57.983.528 
TOTAL  11  43.(1~.944  96.932.999 
Projects  awarded  aid  by  the  Guidance  Section  of  the  EAGGF  under  Regulation 
(fTC)  No  259/79  - 1980  - 1984 
tUBER  STATES  Number  of  A  I  d granted  Total  investments 
proj eds 
(ECU)  (ECU)  ------
FRANCE  20 
± 
74.130.19'1  150.466.44 7 
IT ALI A  117  1  '.JS. 11!6. Q6fi  335.21l9.41il 
- -
TOTAL  G7  229.837.161  485.735.925 '" 'C'"''"  I  '" 'C"' ,, 1';; 'C'"'''  t:  h~c ~)r:- to  1~-~  ;::r~- to  19-:1  pr:J-
:-!f,~~E:-i  ST ~ TES  I ;ects  Fnanced  jects  f\rdr;ce~~jeds fin-3nceJ 
n  19~C  ln 1381  in  19S1 
JI.~E::T  ~t~S:~~E: 
;j,r:erts  ;:ad~.:~:~  31.~2. 1 9.3+  ·Jndel"'  Regu':;.~i:r,  ~:EtC~  ~i-J  269/n 
rr:~· ects  fer  financed  in  TJTAL  FRANCE 
~ ne  year 
1980 
19SO  & 1981 
1980  !  1182 
1980  •  1981 
1982  & 1983 
1981  •  1982 
1983  & 1984 
GRAMJ  TW.l 
~EM3ER STATES 
FRA~CE 
I  TALl£ 
TOT;L 
1980  28,757,5<1,0C  9,602.'74,45 
19g1  29.995,122,25  9,279.281 '91 
1982  28,0H.580,5l  9,721.845,49 
1983  14.109, ~1  '70  4,816.151,20 
1983  (4,168,49)  -
1984  6,598,420,17  2. 576.237' 54 
107,472,297,46  35,995,990,69 
Situatl on  by  ,~efllber State of projects  financed 
Regulatl on  (EEC)  Uo  261/79 
------
Pro~ eds  Projects  Projects 







Regulation  (EEC)  ho  2B9/79 
Rate  of  payment  of  aid granted 



















ta  i9~':  :~n- b  1902  pr:J- to 19SC  pro- tc  ~9~1  ;;rrJ- to  1g32  pro  to  1933  pro- to  1981  pro- to  1982  or::.- to  19'B  ;;r~- t:::  1984  pr0-
Aid  Jron\ed  I  Aid  gronted I  lid Q"'nted  I  Aid  e;rer.teo  I  Aid  granted  I  Aid  granted  I  Aid  granted  rd  granted  I  Aid  granted  )lid granteJ 
jects  financed  jed<>  fin1r,ce  jcds finJrce.:!  jech fi:1:.ncE'd  jects  fin<~nced  jeds  financed  jeds financed  jects  fir.anced  jects  financed  !ects  finance 
in  n22  in  1g:;z  i'i  1!·~"1  in  1933  in  1933  in  19·S3  ln  19?4  in  13B4  i:- 1984  1n  1924-
r----+---+----+----+---+------r  ---














36,61  4,06  35,84 ANNEX  19 
Projects  awarded  aid  by  the  Guidance  Section  of  the  EAGGF  In  198~ under  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  1362/78  -Programme  for  the  acceleration  and  guidance  of  collective 
i rri gatl on  works  \ n the  !~ezzogl orno 
!1EMBER  STATE  Number  of  Aid  granted  Total  investments 
projects 
(ECU)  (ECU) 
I  TALl A  1  52.164.463  179.335.628 
Projects  awarded  aid  by  the  Guidance  Section  of  the  EAGGF  under  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  1362/78  - 1980-1984 
Number  of  Aid  granted  Total  investments 
!1EMBER  STATE  projects 
(ECU)  (ECll) 
!lALlA  6  265.435.108  760.817.598 
I I·IEIIBER  STATE 
ANNEX  20 
DIRECT  MEASURES 
Payments  made  up  to  31.12.1984  under  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1362/78 
Projects  for 
financed  in  TOTAL  the  year 
1  9RO  1980  38.200.000,00 
1980  1981  12.961.74fi,49 
1  9fl1  19R1  6.702.062,52 
1  'lB2  19112  3.918.176,50 
19113  1983  24. 598.43'i, 89 
1  9!14  1  'JH!t  -
GRAND  TOTAL  86.380.421,40 
Aid  granted  to 
1980  projects 
fl n~nced in 
1980 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1362/78 
Hate  of  payment  of  aid  granted 
Payments  as  %  of  commitments 
Aid  granted  to  Aid  granted  to 
1980  projects  1981  projects 
financed  In  financed  in 
1981  1981 
Aid  granted  to 
1982  projects 
fi.nanced  in 
1982 
(ECll) 
ITALIA  _] 
3R.200.000,00 
12.961.H6,49 






Aid  granted  to  ~id Jranted  to 
1983  projects  ~984 projects 
financed  in  financed  in 
1983  ~984 
__  _L__ __  7  -~J  •  __  9_1 _  _,__ ____  'i3. Ofl  _. J  ---'2-4  ·~'-- ____  _ __  H_,  z_5 ____  ,_ ___  3_9_  ._r;·o--~-----o_._o_D __  . ANNEX  21 
Projects  awarded  aid  by  the  Guidance  Section  of  the  EAGGf  in  1984  under  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  1760/78  - t1easure  to  improve  public  ameni-ties  In  certain  rural  areas 
-· 
~1EMBER  STATES  Number  of  Aid  granted  Tot a  1 investments 
proj eds 
(fCU)  (ECU) 
FHANC[  )I\  2.525.700  6.73fi.772 
I  TALIA  fi6  12.911.H36  36.4-57 .or,o 
TOTAL  9G  15.43'1.536  113.193.H32 
Projects  awarded  aid  by  the  Guidance  Section  of  the  EAGGF  under  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  1760/78  - 1980-1984 
-· 
Number  of  Aid  granted  Tota 1 investments 
~\EMBER STATES  projects 
(ECU)  (ECU) 
triANC£  32G  34.164.719  89.354.809 
I  TAl  I  A  'l4 4  100.fi42.  700  264.137.922 
TOTAl  :rto  134.801.419  353.492.731 G  I  RECT  ~1EAS~1RES 
"J;-or,ts  cade  JP  F  3~.12.1984 under  Regulation  (EEC:  i~o  175C/7' 
\EC:Ul 
:- )r;jeci:s  for  ~- fina-n~:;~-~---.- i  T=TAL  FRANct  l  ITALIA 
l_.i!::i.,m.r__L-~-~ 
I '  ' '' . , ,  "  .. - I  ' -.  "  •  , 1 "  7.  '  " o  o  r.  c.r·  3- >  .1' 
-',:J  !J.  ::<':_  ~  ::}~·- 1,-j<11  ::Jj 0 .0.::. 11 !t.  j,C·-1d~  G'J,::ti. 
l  '  •  '  '"  i  •  . "o  •  .  7'  •  '? •  r'  949  7?  '1  1  ;  ~  - ''  I  '·::::'  · 
1 '+e  LtC:'<t'+ ...  ..,' 1 Gj  +~  .4  ~, 2 
l  ;::  s ~J'Z  19'2  12,3ho'i:~,C2  3.G22.22~,50 
'):"  '1~;<  I  "·c·.,  r ''7 C"?  17  I  ?  zr,,  -2'  7"  i  -~(._  ~  :J.-...<  i  1-...;v  -'t>f.;.  $'...i::l.r...,lf  I  <.os;  u·ef  '+ 7  U 
I  I  1·;=3  ·:2$27?,:.]'  (2,273,5C\ 
J  l  1 0- ., r  r  Y  CJ  I  "'"  I  ···'•2,:! 
:.343.392,20 
9.n'..9~7  ,82 
9,292,2771 52 
3, 92 5,367177 
(0103) 
77.3?~193 
1:]' 58  ~~~"  .  ....,_..,---··~--L-..  -.:.:~-------+---~-~·
1~  ..  ~~--~ 
t_~:~!.:~~L  1~~57,4~<~-L  2~·.021.540,33  I  31.435.90G,79 
Situation  by  Member  State  of  projects  financed 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1760/78 
r:~:--------~,...-----
1  ,,[ ·,BER  ST~rr  l  p  . ----·  !-- t)  I  r~OJ eds  I  >  '  1  ___  __!  r.nanced  1  Prc]ec1s 
!  ::uNCE  J·-···--·  ~omp1eted 
I  •fAL\A  ~2'  -
r-----·---····  y_,  1  ~7  L  -2'~"  I  I  93 -- ' 
---- ~34-
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1760/72 
Rate  of payment  of  1id granted 
Payments  as  ~ of  co~m~t~ents 
Sf~ 
.mEx  22 
~--·  --~~-··r---~-.~  .  .  .....  ·- (--··  ... 
I
,  I :,id  granted  to  i<id  granted  to ~'id  ~nntedtc ! 'J  :to I  oirJ  granted  to  .~id  jranted b  Aid  grantee  tCJIAid  granted  to  Aid  granted  to 
. 
11GiBER  STATES  I  :m proj:ds  1:8C.·  proj:cts  1~80 projr·  . ·  JIOJ~cts  '1:81  proj:cts  1.~:.z  proj:cts  1:82  pnjecs  ~1~83 proj:cts  1~84 praj:cts 
I nnanced  1n  f1nanced  HI  f1nancr:  ; 11nanced  1n  ~f1nanced •n 
1
nnanced  1n  f1nanced  !'f;nanced  1n  f1nanced  1n 
j  I193C  I  1gsr  i  1'~  11981  19a2  1982  !~''  1983  1984 
~  -l~--~- --~+------·  ·-·  r·  ~·---G··~  I  FRA!la  j  ·..  )'-'"In,  1  7H,92  Is;  i  '7°  1'lF 
t  ..  lfALIA  i  - :C,Y  J  4:,z"~_._j_  __  41
1 ]1  j  ')4:91  4°,2~'--- -·~~·~·-~--·-i~:-3:·~~1._.2~ ,  ... '---· 
ANNEX  23 
Projects  awarded  aid  by  the  Guidance  Section  of  the  EAGGF  In  1984  under  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  458/80  - Restructuring  of vineyards 
Number  of  Aid  granted  Total  investments 
11E 11BER  STATES  projects 
(ECU)  (ECU) 
FRANCE  70  26.936.698  320.015.899 
IT All A  6  974.320  15.291.550 
DEUTSCHLAND  2  1.453.268  33.860.897 
TOTAL  7B  29.364.286  370.1fJB.356 
Projects  awarded  aid by  the Guidance  Section  of the  EAGGF  under  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  458/80  - 1980-1984 
Number  of  Aid  granted  Total  investments 
lOBER  STATES  projects 
(ECU)  (ECU) 
Ff<ANCE  130  51.798.360  638.628.277 
IT ALIA  33  5.438.100  73.463.114 
DEUTSCHLAND  fl  2.G26.061  54.406.167 
···--~--- --
TOTAL  171  59.8fi2.521  7n6.497. 558 ANNEX  24 
Projects  awarded  aid  by  the  Guidance  Section  of  the  EAGGF  In  1984  under  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  193R/31  -Measure  to  improve  public  amenities  in  certain  less-favoured 
areas  of  the  Federal  Republic  of  Germany 
MEMBER  STATE 
Number  of  Aid  granted  Total  investments 
projects 
(ECU)  (ECU) 
OEIIfSCHLANO  37  8.956.102  29.916.737 
Projects  awarded  aid  by  the  Guidance  Section  of  the  EAGGF  under  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  1938/B1  - 1982-1984 
MEMBER  STATE  Number  of  AId  granted  Total  investments 
projects 
([CIJ)  (ECU) 
OEUTSCIILAND  94  30.B25.117  10R.973.997 DIRECT  11EASURES 
Payments  made  up  to 31.12.1984  under  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1938/81 
11EtmER  STATE 
lltliTSCHLMirJ 
(ECU) 
Projects  for  financed  in  DEUTSCHLAND 
+ho  vo~" 
1982  19B2  2.694.978,78 
1983  1983  4.404.111,22 
1984  1984  119.253,86 
GRAND  TOTAL  7.218.343,86 
Situation by  i1ember  State of  projects financed 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1938/81 
Projeds  Projects  Proj eds 
financed  comp 1  eted  not  carried out 
911  11 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1938/81 
Rate  of payment  of  aid granted 
Payments  as  %  of  commitments 
·-
ANNEX  25 
Proj eds 
in  progress 
83 
11EI1BER  STATE 
A  I d granted to  Aid  granted to  Aid  granted  to 
1982  projects  1983  projects  1984  pro i ects 
DEUTSCHLAND  2B,6J  34,13  1,33 ANNEX  26 
Projects  awarded  aid  by  the  Guidance  Section  of  the  EAGGF  in  1984  under  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  1943/81  - Measure  to  improve  the  processing  and  marketing  conditions  in  the 
cattlefood sector  in  Northern  Ireland 
t4EMBER  STATE  Number  of  Aid  granted  Total  investments 
projects 
(ECU)  (ECll) 
UN I  TED  K  I  NaJOM  6  1.550.192  3.328.196 
Projects  awarded  aid  by  the  Guidance  Section  of  the  EAGGF  under  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  1943/81  - 1981-1984 
t1BER  STATE  Number  of  Aid  granted  Total  investments 
projects 
(ECU)  (ECU)  -
NIT£!)  K  I N(i)OM  21  l>.ll51.B59  14.325.341 
--ANNEX  27 
DIRECT  MEASURES 
Payments  made  up  to 31.12.1984  under  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1943/81 
tOBER  STATE 
IJ N  I  TED  K  I  NIIJOI1 
t1E~1BER  STATE 
l!NITED  KINGDOM 
(ECU) 
Projects  for 
financed  in  UNITED  KIN(i)OM 
the  year 
1981  1981  1.388.377,11 
1982  1982  259.86~.  01 
1983  1983  86.750,60 
1984  1484  -
GRA!{)  TOTAL  1.  734.991 f 72 
Situation  by  Member  State  of  projects  financed 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1943/81 
Projects  Projects  Projects 
financed  completed  not  carried out 
21  6  -
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1943/81 
Rate  of  payment  of  aid  granted 
Payments  as  %  of  commitments 
Aid  granted  to  Aid  granted  to  Aid  granted  to 
1981  projects  1982  projects  19!33  projects 
90,16  19,80  5,71 
Projects 
in  progress 
15 
Aid  granted  to 
1984  projects 
0,00 ANNEX  28 
Projects  _f  j~!3_f"\Ced  by  __  t_h~  __  G_u_i9_a_n_c_e _  S~_c~_i_(lll  __ in  __  1_~~u_"9~--~-g~  Lat i~<_Ei_C}  -~  ]:9tBj__8_3  __  -
collective irrigation operations  in Greece 
I  -~-------------~---------r-- ~---1 
I  MEMBER  STATE  I  No.  of  projects  I  Assistance granted  I  Total  investments  I 
I  I  (ECU)  I  (ECU  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  ~- ~~----- --·- ----~  ----r----------~----- --------- ~ 
I  ELLAS  I  3  14  073  007  II  36  273  6t'l, 
I  I 
l __  ~  _______________ l_____  _ ___  I  _____  _ ANNEX  29 
::J I  RECT  "iEASURES 
Payments  made  up  to  31.12.1984  under  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1852/78  and  2908/83 
(EUA/ECU) 
'  YEAR  3ELGIQUf/  OANMRK  DEUTSC~LAND  ELLAS  FRANCE  IRELAND  I  TALIA  LUWIBOURG  NEDERLAND  UN IT ED  TOTAL 
3ELGIE  K  I  NGOO~ 
'  I 
i  1  ·~7'2  I  - 193.737,(,3  - 2.347.875,36  1.472.44'3,02  - 303.746,77  4,317.805,18  - - -
I  ·r;n  I  163,H3,32  282.384,6<+  325.512,15  - 1.147.130,4~  3.695.068,80  2.157.701,00  - - 4,153.335,54  11.934,837,39 
1  I 
4C2.318,43  532.93~,1(;  514.032,19  - 1.322.749,3L  3.213.755,65  2.939.524,76  - 534.035,01  3.6333t~.  57  13.142.751,71 
i J  .,  151~3G7,~C  1.235.264,99  1.279.9~1 '50  1E1.14:,5:.  2.22S.D30, 14  3.537.758,89  2.479.939,60  - 392.723,91  3.640.844,5~  15,155,997  .~~ 
L  2  121.58),25  I.  577 .C3S,4-S  1,525,2S2,C5  4CO.E72~  S4  2. 532.151 '8  4.311.362,04  1.642.281,25  - 702.019,73  3,331.863,+;  1~.474.728,53 
1  ~,: 3  173,241,61  649.724, ':)3  1.787,573,25  - 1.7Zt•.969,9L  1,299,699,20  "-8.958, 7C  - - 1,240.032,56  e  .931.270,27 
I 
I  I 
' 
i 
'  ! 
GRANO 
I 
! - TOTAL  I 
•  ;1 •  ~c s, 51  it.471. 586,22  S. 732.4C7, 14- 561,319,39  8,957.102,1  18.it55.C30, 54  10,790.851,33  - 1.628.778,65  15.358.219,21  67.958.400,74-









UNITED  KIN3JC.~ 
TOTAL 
Aid  granted  to 
MEMBER  STATES  1978  projects 
financed  in 1979 
IIELGIQUE/IIELGI E  -




I  RELAID  99,20* 
!TAW  79,20 
;;EQERLAND  -
·- ti IT ED  K  I  NGDO.~  100, DC 
Situation  by  ~e~ber State  of  projects  financed 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1852/73  and  N°  29QP.j83 
Projects  Projects  Projects 
financed  completed  not  carr\ ed  out 
27  5  -
273  127  7 
31  J;j  2 
i:  1  7  3 
225  52  3 
zr c  12s  2 
5S5  1C.C  1  C· 
C' 
"0  16  5 
283  lS8  17 
1.  986  679  t,g 
-
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1852/78  and  No  2908/83 
Rate  of  payment  of aid  granted 
Payments  as% of  commitments 
-
18'X./78 
Aid  granted  to  Aid  granted to  Aid  granted  to 
1979  projects  1980  projects  1981  projects 
financed  in  1980  fl nanced  in  1981  financed  in 1982 
1  co, co  100,00  100. 00 
100,00  98, E2  (2)  98,32 
53,40*  R6,78*  95,  ~5 
- - 16,22  (5) 
100,CO  31,04  (3)  30,66  (6) 
93,83  83,52  82,40 
9G,63  (1)  80,88  (4)  36,16 
- 93,00  ')S, 60 
8  :~ f 4  5*  86,00  34, 'iO 
l*J  "The  balance  cons1sts  or  renuncta  1ons  and  suppresstons 
1978-1984 
Projects 











Aid  granted  to 
1982  projects 










(1)  of  ~hich 35,52% 
(2)  of  which  8,60 % 
(3)  of  which  34,61  % 
renunciations  and  suppressions 
" 
(4)  of  which  25,62%  renunciations  and  suppressions 
(5)  of  which  5,50% 
(6)  of  which  9,18% 
ANNEX  30 
2308/83 
Aid  granted to 
183  and  184  pro-










12,53 ANNEX  31 
£'rojects_financed in 1984  t..nder  Regulation  <EEC)  No  2908/83 -
~~s.tru~!~._:~0_ng, rrodernization and development  of fisheries and 
development  of aquaculture 
--· ----- ~ --------------
fib.  of  Assistance  Total 
MEM3ER  STATES  projects  granted  investments 
_(ECU)  (Ffll) 
BELGIOUE/BELOI E  21  3 952  122  15  922  308 
DAN MARK  156  4 616  363  21  524  116 
OE'UTSCHLI.h'O  23  3 199  660  13  osa  m 
ELLAS  51  2 394  582  6 783  94-8 
FRANCE  125  12  833  4-50  67  353  002 
I  RELAMJ  24  3 071  917  9  581  m 
I  TAL IA  288  22  183  679  71  884  217 
LUXEMBOURG  - - -
NEDERLAND  21  2 068  897  am 536 
UNITffi  KINGJOH  124  9 802  980  41  697  739 
TOTAL  833  64  130  256  256  291  89~ •"'  .  ·,·;;,~c  '':'-S .. ~£: ,  ·.  ~;:::..._1~!:1··;  .','.[• 
::_.~-:;it~ert:;  2:.~J  :Jt=:er:~~  _::  !:  31:-2.i~-...  -,-:,--
at_: t 0~ t !Sf~  G1  :- I  )I. ' • .:., ; ~  !  j::_  ~::~_!,C  Ec.l:  r:  ~ l:  ~  I  ~ r  ~ ~ .~.,  11:~  I~ A.- !  ~  I  ~ _  xr•s:~· r.:  I  If::'  .!IC  I  n17r:  r.~tr~:·  r 
~ e,. :;r  ~  :; :c; ;-;•r .:-
=  rec::'~'e  ~.c  72/i:~/tE  17,106,133,56  H,219,C97,37  115•.  S17 ,259, 56  180,670,75  83,671.137' 02  AJ,175,810,9'  9. 733,133,34  :.~:13.~52. 1]  73.3+1.32?, 7  213,15),485,29 
I 
6:A.1  3  0  ?~:  0
:  '"- I 
J;rec. ..  e  i~  7~.'·~:~/E:  110,281,61  J. 7S:. 779,18  8C·G.393, C7  251.g72,80  69.2"1:,2  134.345,75  S.1  ~. 2  ~:I 7 j  I 
>r~ctl·oe  ~c  '~. i:\'EEC  1,195,631,02  534.2•3,98  3. ~E3. j?J, 16  22.779,194,.S9  1.Cg9.392,C~  1,6H.2H,61  396.~-~0, 5  619,390,11  31.1  '·''S,•: j 
r 
--'  13,412,3\7,19  44,7>J.94c,35  1171  ,.,, --1  9'  •  ~  .. :J, yt.  ,  u  180,678,75  107 .252.G39, 91  ~~.:2B.C75,.30  11,407,412,95  1,:03.4:2,19  73,327,0~4,67 
--
213,913,221,15  l 
l 
591.213. :sz, ;3 ! 
!l.  ~;:; i 5:  es::-h.,o~,.re:l  re~· :ns 
:.; re~~: •t  ~~ 75/20.S/ff:  17,209,597,61  95.172,223,39  52,381,711,53  203.4:.~.783,85  1>5. 773.293.61  4:,316,592,39  ;,s53,6os, 95  63.:20,62  154 •• m.m,2c 
I 
325,302.' ,, ,., 
,,,,.,,." '[[':.  ~0  170/73  90, 7a8,13  90.7::, i 3 
~e;·u  ·,  c::; :.1  ~EES':  No  1  9.,.4/S1  2,!•5.692,5+  1.'• '·';;.  ,_ 
Jire"ive \o  i'/i27/EE:  37.J9J.m,93  37. j ~:  • .o.12.  ~: 
Jirect've  ',o  73/173/EE:  2.806.9.1,01  2.2  .. c.;.;·t,Ci 
Jiredi;e  ~o  71/i74/EEC 
Jire:ti.e  ~c 7l/l59/EEG  - 13,549,182,72  13.519.",31, ?: 
Regulati en  (EEC)  ~a 1940/81  1.961,272,60  1.9'1.2:2, 'c 
Dlredive flo  31/:27/EEC  24.723.201,11  24~72~.2}1.~~ 
Oi recti ve  flo  75/616/EEC  43.966,068,81  43.96£.:6:.:2 
CJirdive  No  79/197/EEC  - 655.836,77  2,002.67J,3C  2,658.510,C" 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1820/SC  - 35,733,722,84  35.733.:22,:· 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  10511/81  21.332,881,79  3.943,105, 77  25,275. ;:7." 
Regulation  (EEC)  ~o 1821/80  386,317,67  - 366.31-'. 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1939/81  2,002.4S2,1C  2.ccz.•:z, 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  19Jt2/81  22.900.351,8.  22.90C,2:1, 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1975/82  - - 26.5e7.551,70  2o.sq7,S51,r  1 
Regula\ I on  (EEC)  llo  2966/63  - 306,>.17,51  1oo:•n.:~  J 
Re<Jwlatlon  (EEC)  No  2968/23  -
TOTAL  II  17.209,597,81  386,317,67  95.272.823, 39  79,275.680,74  283.937.714,22  248.461,803,85  51.753,073,06  6.853.608, 96  63.020,62  285.322.092,01  1,Do8,SJ5,732,33  : 
I! 1.  Structura1  connected  vith market 
organt zat ions 
Regulation  \EEC)  No  1360/78 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1596/71  213,469,55  - 5.397,501,40  - m.  528,81  1,1,03,84  - - - 1,109,199,02  7.15~.1:2.62 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72  980,332,50  864.889,24  3,266.856, 84  - 1,197,681,32  9~.329.12  10,752,581,28  - 1,207,995,39  401.825,26  1  B. 770.:,:0,15 
Regulation  {EEC)  No  339/82  - - - 2. 708.219,12  - - - - - - 1,7GS,2~ 3,12 
Regula\1 on  (EEC)  No  1163/76  19,884,78  - - - 30,821,833,36  - 17 ,010,1,54, 73  - - - H.B52,172,,i 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  456/80  - - - 60.986,137.75  - - - - - 60.986. ~ !7,  7S 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  •57/30  - - - - - - - - - -
Regulation  (EEC)  No  458/BC  - - 621,276,77  - 2,910,496, 94  H1+,987,53  - - - 4.COO. 7:1,24 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2511/69  - - - - 420,152,73  - 30,718.857,51  - - 31,139.C~C,2• 
01 reel i ve  N°  77/391 /EEC  9,675.436,09  259.72•, 98  7  .•60,069, 04  267.619,71  46.944,114,34  13,633.890,32  4,210,925,48  - - 4.796,109,16  87.247.~!J.i2 
Decision  No  80/1096/EEC  - - - - - - - 109.236,20  - - 1og,z;;,zc 
TuTAL  Ill  10.889.122,92  1,124.614,21  16,7.5,704,05  2.975.838, 83  143.751,945,25  13,733,623,23  63,137.907,53  109.236,20  1,207,985,39  6,307.133,H  259,984. n  ,11 
- 1'1,  Co11!'10n  ::-~easure  financed  bl  tne 
Guarantee  Section  r6o  ~J  ar.d  the 
Sui dance  Sec~i on  t;,.o  %l 
I  I  I  I 
Regulation  (EEC)  ~c lGB/77  Coo,i\menlsl  6,663,623,57  , .. 7.841,501,05  ,225.003,750,03  71,, 7<3.934, 50  114,324.029,40  ,1.344,674,46  124.152,645,98  180,929,478,63  476,003,:;),57 
(•o !!  Pay•en\s  6,626,615,83  1,5,742.674,22  216,775.831,46  68.701,031,23  14,281,774.29  1,301.216,23  24.797,939,23  78.868,405,82  •57.095.•:0, 31 
y..  ~i shery  :1easures  - -
Fl nanced  under  It eo  411  of  the  budget 
Regula\!cn  (EEC)  ~"  371o/g1 
71.Ba,CC  250,707.00  91.769,00  •1.796,00  I  273.703,00  I  73C.~7:,C( 
TOTAL  \  - ·~  53,174.691,49  94,105,379,29  S1C.D.;C.197 ,42  32,432,190,32  609.947,390,95  325,119.901,33  126,3\0,1 ;g, 54  9.310.971, 81  99.230,666,66  p85. 745.628,23  ~~  .,. n  n  .. 
Co:::.111it~ents  ·"'""';·I)  •-'~  .~ 
P,v,.nlo  '\.1.137.683  75  92  007  552  45  !:Nom m  s,J  S2  432  190  32  603.90\,487  68  325.097 .m 21  126.340.189  54  9,257  513  53  99  875  95l  91  flll.584.55U2  o  _177 _r:,Fn_r::?. 5: 
Fi nancej  '~n:iei  ~ te•  3SC2  of  tloe  budget 
!  rec:ive  ~.~  ~2/l.Qf,/H~  (77/3'l1/EEC)  2.G83, 715,82  3S.G71,C9  ;3J.rs.:c  307,6\9,45  9,711,RCQ,42  3,938.513,51  .1 .. 0~-1.~0.4.0 
I 
19.C37.~-q.~: 
~,ecu~"t;or  ,JE:: 
1t':l  1C55/31 
I 5.24:.1DC,69 
I 
Jec\s; :;.n  ~D  3,30i,681,54  >:3.471,65  '61,853,59  I  2,163,1 g  9,342.013,11  19.001,1;- ,77 
.~er,ulati o.'l  (E:"::;.  '~o:  2ZJ/?3 
r  )11.B12.oa5,72  21,822,5:0, 7i  i 
TGT  ~L  5.385.398,36  35,0/'r ,69  I 6,W.llo,l9  I  Jo1,llb,  0  lO,I:»,oJ4, J  '·"''·""'· .-
1  l4,tlOY,lJL,l  I 
I. ~~.  J  [  Y,J",GlJ,  r  I  ~ ·)·"~'.  ~l. :,  ~ MEASURE 
1.01\ve  and  olive  o\1  sector 





INDIRECT  MEASURES  COMPLETED 
DA•IIARK  DEUTSCHLAIID  FRAICE 
::~~~E~~~I~~:r:;~~~r~:~:-:oo-<-------+-------J.-------------+-------------
-----------~-----------~------------·-------------~--------------
3.Structura1  surveys 
R.  70/65 
+.Fruit  and  vegetable  sector 
Art,  13  R.  159/66 
7.307.HB,OO 
87.299,539,00 
256.602,0(  1,522.628,00 1  2.o12.6~,oo 
IR[LAI{) 
~NNEX 33 
ITALIA  LUX£1UlOOR6  IIEDfR!.AID 
.  (UA/EOJ) 
umm 
IIII!DOI! 
8.000.000,00  -----~--------1------- ----------i--
45.000.000,00 
----------------------------------·------------
3.135.030,00  11.898,00  268.896,00 
_________  _... __________  .&. ____ ------
87.299.539,00 
-----------------------------J---------------J---------~------------~-------------~-------------~-----------~-------------+-------------~-----------._  ___________ _ 
5,Afrlcan  swine  fever 
R.  3+9/56 
3,151.222,~  3.1 51.222, ~ 
____________________________  ... ___________ _.. ________________________ .,. _____________ _ 
------------~--------------1r-------------t---------------t----------~---
5,Pig  numbers  survey 
R,  350/68 
7,Raw  tobacco  sector 
Art.  12  ~ 1 R.  130/56 
3.600.000,00  111.870,00 
15. ooo. 000,00 
-------------------------------1---------------~------------- B.Integratlon  of  Luxembourg 
agriculture  7,500,000,00 
___ Jl~-~lLlQ  __________________________________  ~-------------
9,S1aughter  of  cows 
R.  1975/69 
47.+74.900,16(  3.408.146,35 




25.467.402,611  15.359.708,61  818.+00,00 
-------------------------------4---------------4-------------~-------------~--------------~---------------
10.Grubbing  of  fruit trees 
R.  2517/69 
35.437.54.4,721  3.601.630,00  1o.m.335,  G\ 1  8.983.~68,  97  7.763.575,08 
20.250,00  111.870,00 
7.~.000,00 
153.798,581  2.267.443,91 
91.oa7,G\I  4.561.-"8,59 
-------------------------------~---------------+-------------~-------------~--------------~---------------~------------~--------------~-------------~---------------~--------------
11,  1975  structural  survey 
Dir.  75/108 
8.539.()\1,59  238.212,4~  242.504,961  1,300,5+2,99 I  1,733.788,961  618.364,59 I  3.666.341,78  20.610,57  300.554,20  418.061,06 
-------------------------------1---------------1-------------+-------------~--------------~---------------;-------------i---------~-----4--------------~--------------~-------------- 12.Frult  tree survey 
Olr.  71/286 






---~~~i~li~---------------- --~~~~~~::~ ~~~~~~ -~:~::~~~ -~::~~-89~~~~  -~~~:~~~~5  ~:~:~~~:  ------~------ __  :~::~~~r--~~~~~~~~-~:~:~~~~~: 
1~.Reorganlzlng Communlty 
fruit  product\ on  6,05+,984,13  258.589,6  26.2~2,9  327.981,31  3.()\1.+50,91  - 1.788.609,88  7,352,39  6G\.747,06 
.B.Jill76 
fOfAL  353.m  .173, ~  1 9.199.162, 2~  2.298,19-\. a~  SB. 99o. 9-\6,30 1 4  5.288,613, 7o 11.812.rm. zsj1n  .468.31 a, 68 1 1. 9-\6.445,231  1o.o61.303, 501  40.340.666,25 
' At-1\!EX  34 
INDIRECT  MEASURES 
Total  reimbursements 
(details given  in Annexes  35- 52- measures  in 
implementation  and  at  Annex  33  - measures  completed) 
EAGGF  reimbursements  CECU) 
·--------- -~--~··- --
From  the begiming 
of the measures 
MEM3ER  STATES  in 1984  until 31.12.1984 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE 
DANIIARK 
DEU TSCHLA NO 
ELLAS 
FRANCE 




UNITED  KINGOOH 
TOTAL 
9 539  HO  67  722  8" 
11  211  919  9~  3~0 818 
65  ~~ 100  566  009  HJ 
36  585.885  6~  ~~ 910 
96  605  012  638  595  515 
58.H7  6~8  317  233  725 
2m 1s1  303  668  685 
3  ~80 094  17  216  122 
19  611  224  119  279  276 
100  730  827  623  523  769 
403  458  000*  2 812  044  807 
Overall  situation, 
details given  in Annexes  5 and  52 
Reimbursement  set in 1984 
Advance  payment  at the disposal of  the Merrber  State 
at 31.12.1984 
Balance  of  the advance  payment  at 31.12.1984 
(advance  payment  carried over) 
Advance  payment  made  in 1984 














403  458  000 
- 43  700  466 
2.  071  HB 
76  647  423 
-- ----- ------------- --+--------1 
Total  payment  made  in  1984  438  476  105* 
* Fisheries measure  (Reg.  3796/81)  is not  included. MEMBER  STATES 






I  RELANO 
IT ALIA 
LIIXE11[JOURG 
I  NE!JEilLAND 
I 
I 
liN I  T£1)  K  IIICillll1 
TOTAL 
Reimbursements  under  the  socio-structural  Directives 
(72/159  - 160  - 161/EEC} 
(Details  shown  in  annexes  36  to  37) 
Reimbursement  by  the  Fund  (in  ECU) 
from  the  beginning  of  the 
in  1984  measure  until  31/12/1984 
3u6R5.R4 5  1R.412.3lt-7 
b.796.183  44.753.946 
30.665.128  171. 94 5.022 
180.671  180.671 
21. 735.on  107.262.090 
172.864  48.528.67 6 
- 11.407.413 
510.4fJ2  1.003.452 
1  o. 931.587  73.807.015 
39.818.994  213.913.221 
114.496.781  691.213.853 
ANNEX  35 












100,0 Directive  No  72/159/EEC 
Modernization  of  farms 
~!easures provided  for 
MEMBER  STATES  Art.  8  Art.  10  Art. 11  4rt. 12  Art.  13 
(1)  (2)  (3)  (·\)  (5) 
BELG 1  f)IJE/BfLG IE  12.894  137  17.499  686  -
OANMA!lK  14.711  29  10.064  57  -
DEll TSCHLAND  40.753  228  27.214  115  512 
ELLAS  - - 4.875  - -
FRANCE  33.076  6.928  56.379  13.463  18 
I  RELANO  30.676  1.215  23.625  21  -
IT ALIA  3_1t15  713  62.378  313  -
LliXEMBOliRG  164  9  - 2  -
NlllERLANO  20.213  91  - 951  48 
liN Iff[]  K  I  N{J)OM  31.124  14.146  26.126  3  -
TOTAL  1H7.026  23.496  22H.1ti0  15.511  578 
From  the  beginning  of  the  measure  : 
(1)  Number  of  development  plans  approved. 
----·-------------
4NNEX  36 
Reimbursement  by  the  Fund  (in  ECU) 
from  the  begin- %of  total 
in  1984  ning  of  the  at 
measure  unt i 1  31.12.1984 
31.12.1984 
3.432.436  17.106.433  2,6 
6.663.431  44.219.098  6,8 
29.569.350  164.517.270  25,1 
180.671  180.671  --
21.464.048  83.676.237  12,B 
- 47.176.811  7,2 
- 9.733.138  1,5 
510.462  1.003.4'i2  0,2 
10.931.587  73.341.324  11,2 
39.747.882  213.159.485  32,6 
112.'1-99.867  651J-.113.g1g  100,0 
(2)  Number  of  farmers  qualifying  for  the  premium  for  changing  over  to  beef  and  veal  or  sheepmeat  production. 
(3)  Number  of  farmers  qualifying  for  aid as  an  incentive to  keeping  accounts. 
(4)  Number  of  groups  qualifying  for  launching  aid  for  mutual  assistance  between  farms. 
(5)  Number  of  land  reparcelling  and  irrigation projects. 
Directive  No  72/160/EEC 
Cessation 
Number  of  bene- Reimbursement  by  the  Fund  (in  ECU) 
t1EHBER  STATES  ficiaries  from 
the  beginning  of  in  1984 
from  the  beginning  of 
the  measure  the measure  until 
~1  1? 10Ql 
BELGIIl.lE/BELGIE  148  24.359  110.283 
fl[llfSCIILAND  3.447  739.765  3.758.779 
FRANCE  2.157  270.999  806.658 
lfiELAtlD  104  26.124  251.973 
!rAW  - - -
liiXEMROIIIlG  - - -
NEDERLAND  221  - 69.210 
IJN!f[fl  KINl~10M  235  17.525  134.346 
TOTAL  ti.312  1.078.772  5.131.249 










100,[] Directive  No  72/161/EEC 
Training  and  Information 
ANNEX  37 
Measures  provided  for  Reimbursement  by  the Fund  (in  ECU) 
11Er1BER  STATES  Title  I  Title  II  from  the begin-
in 1984 
ning  of the  %  of  total 
(1)  (2)  measure  until  31.12.1984 
31.12.1984 
B£LGIQIJE/BELGIE  95  11.595  229.049  1.195.631  3,7 
DAN MARK  12  1.938  132.752  534.849  1,7 
DEUTSCHLAND  686  18.251  356.013  3.668.973  11,5 
FliANCE  1H  281.G07  - 22.779.195  71,3 
I  RfLANll  - 9.058  146.741  1.099.892  3,4 
If  ALIA  101  15.866  - 1.674.275  5,2 
NEOEHLMO  26  - - 396.480  1,3 
IJ N  ITEO  K  I  NCDOM  238  1.031  53.587  619.390  1,Q 
TOTAL  1.175  339.34G  918.14-2  31.968.685  100,0 
From  the beginning  of  the measure  : 
(1)  Number  of  socio-economic  counsellors  trained and  appointed. 
3t 
(2)  Number  of  farmer-trainees  who  have  followed  a complete  course  to  obtain  a  new  professional 
qualification. ANNEX  38 
Measures  to  assist less-favoured  regions 
(Measures  detailed  in  annexes  39-~~) 
Rel•burse•ent  by  the Fund  (in  ECU) 
MEMBER  STATES  In  1984  from  the  beginning  of  the 
%of total  at 
measure  until  31.12.1984  31.12.1984 
BELGIQIJE/BELGIE  2.430.038  17.209.598 
OANMARK  244.188  386.318 
DEUTSCHLAND  12.295.323  95.272.R23 
HLAS  33.433.4 53  60.937.272 
FRANC£  50.190.683  264.890.434 
IRELAND  54.820.231  234.878.181 
IT All A  236.896  49.053.488 
LUXEMBOURG  2.822.  1()4  6.853.609 
NEDERLAMJ  26.632  63.021 
UN I  T£0  K  I  N(I)OM  51.936.700  284.094.344 
TOTAL  208.436.2~8  1.013.639.088 
Overall  situation, 
details given  in Annexes  5 and  52 
Reimbursement  set  in  1984 
Advance  payment  at  the disposal  of  the  t1ember  State at 
g!r!~cl
9~l the advance  payment  at  31.12.1984  (advance 
payment  carried  ov~r). 


















Tolal  payment  made  in  1984  220.319.139  1 
___  .;__ _________  j ANNEX  39 
Directive  No  75/268/EEC 
Hill  farming  and  less-favoured  regions 
Measures  provided  for  Reimbursement  by  the  Fund 
(in ECU}  %  of  total 
f1£f18ER  STATES  Title  II  Title  IV  from  the  begin- at  In  1984  ning  of  the  31.12.1984 
(1)  (3)  (2)  (3)  measure  unt i l 
31.12.1984  i----
GELGIQUE/BELGIE  11.696  627  2.430.038  17.209.598  2,1 
DEUTSCHLAND  90.026  449  12.295.323  95.272.823  11,5 
ELLAS  183.857  - 24.877.892  52.381.711  6,4 
FRANCE  H0.394  613  31.952.600  203.458.704  24,7 
IRELAMJ  90.109  11.178  25.354.109  146.773.294  17,H 
IT ALIA  123.132  884  - 48.816.592  5, 9 
L  ll XE 11BOURG  3.810  - 2.822.104  6.853.609  (1,8 
NtDEilLAND  99  - 26.632  63.021  -
liN IT ED  K  I  NlllOM  46.246  114  36.659.238  254.473.if79  30, fl 
TOTAL  689.36 9  13.865  136.417.936  825.302.831  100,0 
From  the  beginning  of  the  measure  : 
(1)  Number  of  farmers  qualifying  for  the  compensatory  allowance  for  natural  handicaps. 
(2)  Number  of  joint  investment  schemes. 
(3)  The  numbers  of  beneficiaries  given  in  the  table represent  those  considered for  Fund  aid, 
i.e.  not  necessarily  all  the  beneficiaries  In  the  Member  States. 
Directive  No  75/627/EEC 
Restructuring  and  conversion  of  vineyards 
Reimbursement  by  the  Fund 
11EI·IBER  i•leasure  Number  of  Area  (in  :cul 
from  the  begin-
STATES  beneficiaries  concerned  in  1981f.  ning  of  the 
measure  until 
(in  ha)  31.12.1984 
1--
Restrudurati on  16.  78(J  12.813,7441  3.320.073  12.960.1tfJ7 
fflANCf  Replanting  7.711  14.777. 531·1·  3. 716.2fi4  16.331.502 
~· 
Irrigation  52  820,7700  180.091  34 5. nn 





11EflBEII  STATE 
I  RELAIV  I 
Directive  No  79/359/EEC 
Conversion  of  vineyards  - Charentes 
ANNEX  40 
Reimbursement  by  the  Fund  (in  ECU} 
Number  of 
benefic l  aries 
4.304 
Area  grubbed 
(In  ha} 
6.178, 5541 
Directive  No  79/173/EEC 
Irrigation Corsica 
Irrigated area  (In  ha) 
Number  of 
beneficiaries  Operations 
completed  in  progress 
593  2.909  345 
In  1984  from  the  beginning  of  th 
measure  until  31.12.1984 
197.144  13.549.183 
Reimbursement  by  the  Fund  (in  ECU) 
from  the  beginning  of 
in  1984  the  measure  until 
31.12.1984 
857.550  <.530.124 
Directive  No  78/628/CEE  •  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2195/81 
Drainage  In  Ireland 
Number  of  Area  Reimbursement  by  the  Fund  (in  ECU) 
Measure  beneflclari es  concerned  from  the  beginning  of 
(In  ha)  in  1984  the  measure  until 
31.12.1984 
Drainage  4.641  32.511  9.600.276  37.713.930 Regulation  (EEC)  No  1820/80 
Agriculture  West  of  Ireland 
ANNEX  41 
Number  of  Reimbursement  by  the  Fund  (in  ECU) 
MEMBER  STATE  beneficiaries/  in  1984  {hgmm~~~u~39 iR¥l~g of 
IRELAND 
i1H1BER  STATES 
IRELAND 
UNITED  KINGDOM 
TOTAL 
11Et18ER  STATE 
DANMARK 
TOTAL 
proj acts  . 31.12 .1 984 
18.949  10.881.172  28.790.225 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1054/81 
Beef  cattle production 
Number  of  Reimbursement  by  the  Fund  (in  ECU) 
beneficiaries  rrom  tne  oeg1nmng  or 
in  1984  the  measure  until 
_11  1?  10RI.. 
168.537  8. 716.824  21.332.882 
2R .177  1.421.874  3.943.106 
196.714  10.138.698  25.275.988 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1821/80 
Sheepfarming  in  Groenland 
Reimbursement  by  the  Fund  (in  ECU) 
1  vm  ""' U~'j "'" lllj  U I 
in  1984  the  measure  until 
31  12  1984 
244.18f1  386.31R 
244.1ilR  386. 31R 
-ANNEX  +2 
Directive  No  79/197/EEC 
Drainage  in  catchment  areas  including  land  on  both  sides  of  the  border  between  Ireland 
and  Northern  Ireland 
i•1Et18ER  STATES 
IRELAND 
UNITED  K  INffiDr1 
TOTAL 
!~EMBER STATE 
I  UNITED  KINffiOM  I 
! 
I  TOTAL 
I 
1-IEMBER  STATE 
! 
tJN I  TED  K  INffiOM 
I  TOTAL 
I 
Reimbursement  by  the  Fund  (in  ECU) 
Area  concerned  from  the  beginning  of 
(in  ha)  in  1984  the  measure  until 
I3UUgR4 
- 267.8 50  267.850 
- 289.523  774.925 
- 557.373  1.042.775 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1939/81 
Integrated  development  programme  for  the  Western  Isles 
I 
Number  of  I 
Reimbursement  by  the  Fund  (in  ECU) 
beneficiaries/  !  from  the  beginning  of 
proj acts 
I  in  1984  i  the  measure  until 
I  h1  17 _1 QR4  I 
7.017  !  1.891.266  2.002.4f12 
! 
7.017  i  1.891.266 
i 
2.002.482  i 
: 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1942/81 
Less-favoured  areas  of  Northern  Ireland 
Number  of  Reimbursement  by  the  Fund  (in  ECll) 
beneficiaries/  from  the  beginning  of  proj acts 
I 
in  1984  the  measure  until 
111_1? _1QR4. 
11.4ll2  11.674.799  22.900.352 
11.482  11.674-.799  I 
22.900.352 
I MEI"EER  STA TE 
~ 
FRANCE 
MEI"EER  STATE 
FRANCE 
Af\K'.JEX  43 
Directive  No  81/527/EEC 
Agriculture in the overseas departments 
EAGGF  reimbursements  (ECU) 
Measures  in  1984 
Irrigation  2 162  379 
Infrastructure  3 178  ~70 
Soil  iflProvement  1  8~8 375 
Forestry  982  ns 
Guidance  ar~ diversification of  production  1 099  696 
TOTAL  9 271  669 
~~ 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1940/81 
Integrated Development  Programme,  Lozere 
--~--
From  the beginning 
of  the measures 
until 31.12.1984 
3 119 au 
~  915  HB 
3 277  370 
1 698  569 
1 793  663 
H  80~  593 
EAGGF  reimbursements  (ECU) 
,_, ___  .. ____  ~---
-------~-----' 
Me asures 
stu  re-i flProvement  T<mcfanCrPii 
Land  consol 
Cattle and 
idation and  related work 
sheep  farming 
Renewal  of 
Winter  isol 
Forest  clea 
Cost  of  dev 
chestnut  production 
at  ion 
rings 
elopment  programme 
TOTAL 
'~~--------
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1944/81 
Cattle farming  in Italy 
From  the beginning 
in 1984  of the measures 
until 31.12.1984 
311  2~9  H9 210 
115  180  153  052 
235  608  266  ~09  - -
•  8.  727  -
11  055  11  055 
30  927  30  927 
695  292  910  653 
f -~~  --~- -~--,~-~--' ------------------.----------------_,  _____ l 
EAGGF  reimbursements  CECU) 
From  the beginning 
,  of  the measures 
Measures  m  1984  Ll1ti l  31.12.1984 
- -~  -----~-------------~- [-----'--~---r-- ~-------~- -- ~--
MEI"EER  STATE 
~bdernization, rationalization and 
193  296  193  296  construction of cattle accommodation 
IT ALIA  Purchase  of  production machinery  6 .648  6 M8  CPiemonte) 
Improvement  of meadows,  grassland, 
pastures and  fenci~  Jll  952  36  952 
--~- --- -~ 
TOTAL  236  896  236  sg6 
--- ·--- ----- ---- -- - ----- --· i~J'.f'.JEX  44 
Regulation  CEEC)  No  1975/82 
Agricultural development  in certain regions  of Greece 
----~ 
EAGGF  reimbursements  (ECU) 
---------- ·---
I  From  the beginning 
ER  s:~TE_L  __ 






Rt_•ral  infrastructure  2.·\32.130  2.~32.130 
I  Irrigation  szs.m  S25.2U  I 
; 
Land  i  ~~provement  7~8.820  748.820 
Cattle, sheep  and  goat  farming  70.737  70.737 
E  LLAS  Equipment  concerning  agricultural training  - - . 
Forestry  improvement  ...  778.626  ~.  778.626 
TOTAL  e.sss. 561  B. 555.561 ANNEX  45 
Structural  measures  connected  with  the  common  market  organizations 
(Measures  detailed  in  annexes  45- 51) 
Reimbursement  by  the  Fund  (in  ECU) 
from  the  beginning  of  the  %  of  total  at 
MEMBER  STATES  In  1984  measure  until  31.12.1984  31.12.1984 
BELGIQUE/BELGIE  701.538  7.840.302  1, 3 
DAN MARK  4.143.267  lf6.607. 562  7,4 
DEUTSCHLAND  16.687.350  226.061.467  36,0 
ELLAS  2,708.219  2.708.219  0,4 
FRANCE  21.531.o1n  163,955.609  26,1 
IRELAND  1.  593.861  14.381.50~  2,3 
I  TALIA  280.263  S8.4R1.992  9,3 
LUXEMBOURG  145.31J5  1.301.216  0,2 
NEDERLAND  2.064.98g  26.005.925  4,2 
UNITED  KINlDOfl  e.975.133  80.379.430  12.8 
TOTAL  58.831.003  627.723.230  100,0 
Overall  situation, 
details  given  in  Annexes  5 and  52 
Reimbursement  set  in  1984  58.831.003 
Advcnce  payment  at  the  disposal  of  the  t1ember  State  at  31.12.8~  - 68R.713 
Balance  of  the  advance  payment  at  31.12.1984  (advance  payment  444.988 
carried  over) 
Advance  pJymcnt  made  In  1984  1.  554.252 
Totnl  payment  made  in  1984  60.143.529 ----------
ANNEX  46 
Hop  producers'  groups 
<Articles 8 and  9 of Regulation  (EEC)  No  1696/71  and 
Article 3 of Regulation  (EEC)  No  2253/77) 
--··  ·---------
-------~- ··--
Starting up  aids  Conversion  and  Total  aids paid by  EAGGF 
restructuring  the Member  States  reirroursements 
MEII'ElER  STATES  (ECU) 
No.  of  Aids  No.  of  Aids  paid  CECU)  %  of  From  the 
groups  paid  ha.  (ECU)  total  begiming of 
CECU)  the measure 
until  ~1  P  Q 
a£LGIOJ[/a£LQI[  - 229.91  ~2a 939  ~26 938  3.0  m  ~69  -
OOJISCKI..UO  It 
~  93  388  B 397·28  10  795  002  10  795  002  76.0  5 397  501 
FUWC!  - 598-89  885  060  885  060  6. 2  H2  530  -
IR!U~  - - Bolt~  2 BOB  2  BOB  - 1 '04 
umro  m<na~  - - 1  BB1.~1  2 100  024  2 100m  H.B  1 109  199(1) 
TOTAL  ' 
!13  388  11  115  93  H  209  833  H  209  il32  100,0  7.164.103 
1This  amount  does  not  allow  for a  recovery of 59  187  ECU. 








umro  KIMIDOII 
TOTAL 
-~-----~~-
MEII'ElER  STATE 
fLLAS 
Fruit  and  vegetables  producers'  groups 
(Article 14  of Regulation  (EEC)  No  1035/72) 
- ----
Groups  set  Merrber  States'  EAGGF  reimbursements  (ECU) 
Up  expenditure 
From  the begiming  %  of 
I  of the measure  total 
!  Amount  CECU)  1984  until 31.12 .19&. 
I;  1  960  666  58  787  980  333  5.2 
21  1 729  778  - 854  889  4,6 
78 
•'  6  533  7H ·.··  3 266  857  ·.  - 17,5 
205  2 395  362  ~~ 8~8  1 197  681  6.  ~ 
~  196  660  - 9B  330  o.s 
62  21  505  362  280  263  10  752 ,681  57.3 
6  2 415  973  - ,  207  985  u 
13  803  650  186  228  401  825  2.1 
393  37  541  165  980  126  18. 770  581  1nn  n 
P!o?_t-~cers'  groups  and  their associations, cotton 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  389/82) 
----~-- . ------·--- -·-·-- -~-
No.  of  Merrber  States'  expenditure  EAGGF  reimbursements  (ECU) 
---~----·---
I 
---- . - --------·- -- --------- ---~  -- ---------
producers'  From  the beginning 
organizations  Starting  Investment  aid  1984  of  the measure 
L\J  aid  until 31.12.1984 
117  - 6 770  548  2 708  219  2 708  21 g ANtJEX  47 
Premiums  for  the  non-marketing  of  milk  products  and  for  the  reconversion  of  dairy  herds 
(Regulatl on  (EEC)  tlo  1078/77) 
(Contribution  of  the  Guidance  Section) 
;•1Et18ER  STATES  Amount  (in  ECU)  in  1984 
BHG I  QUE/BELGI E  6. 626.616  642.751 
DAN HARK  4'J. 742.673  4.143.267 
OEUTSCI!LA NO  21 fi. 77rJ.832  16.066.073 
FRANCE  6R. 701.032  5.943.151 
I  RELAIIJ  14.281.774  1.  593.861 
LUXEHBOURG  1.301.215  145.365 
NEDERLAND  24.797.940  2.064. 989 
U  H  ITED  K  I  H!IlOH  7R.RfiR.406  8.788.905 







I  TALl A 
Ull T£0  K  I  ~GJOM 
TOTAL 
ANNEX  4-8 
Eradication  of  brucellosis,  tuberculosis  and  leucosis  in  cattle  (1) 
(Directives  No  77/391/EEC  +  82/4-00/EEC) 
Slaughter\ngs 
Pursuant  to  Article 2  Pursuant  to  Article 3  Pursuant  to Article  It-
I 
Li:,( 
(bruce 11 os is)  (tuberculosis)  (leucosis) 
o·wer  other  other 
.--, 
cows  cows  cows  cows  cattle  cattle  cattle 
B4.041  45.165  - - - - 84.041 
- - - - 2.311  3,8fi(l  2.311 
- - - - Hfi. 545  20,4R5  Rfi. 545 
3,bG1  45  6.955  558  - - 10.61 b 
711t. 1lt fl  76.769  115.590  27.537  - - 829. 73R 
127.468  38.1l70  71.220  79.989  - - 19fl,fiHH 
16,920  2.243  84.890  22.401  - - 101.810 
ti3,09b  14.b26  - - - - 63.096 













(1)  Financed  under  Item  3811  of  the  budget 
Reimbursement  by  the  Fund  (in  ECU)  %  of  tohl at 
1-ltr~BER  STATES 
Trom  tne  oeg1 nm ng  or 
in  1984  the  measure  until  31.12.1984 
31.12.1984 
B£LGIOUE/BELGIE  1,114.871<  11.7 59.151  11,0 
DAN HARK  28.281  294.797  0,3 
DEUTSCHLAND  134.771  7.R93.7R5  7,4 
ElL AS  210.064  575.2G9  0,5 
FRANCE  2.685.410  56.735.915  53,1 
IRELAND  1.560.692  ll.  572.379  16,4 
I  lALlA  1.  524.992  7.257.473  6,H 
UNITffi  KI~GOOH  - 4.  796.109  4,5 
TOTAL  7.259.084  10fi.fl84.938  1(10,(1 
l 







Hep 1  anti n(] 
tiarketing 





J  Replanting 
~'''"'"  dditional  aid 
TOTAL 
Measure  to  encourage  conversion  In  wine-growing 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  1163/76) 
ANNEX  49 
Number  of  Area  grubbed  Eligible  expen- Reimbursement  by  the  Fund  (in  ECll) 
beneficiaries  (in  ha)  diture  by  the  from  the  beginning  of  Member  Shte 
In  1984  the  measure  until 
(ECU)  - 31.12.1984 
262  16,5204  39.768  - 19.R84 
35.805  43.757,2530  61.543.664  - 30.821.832 
24.991  34.268,1545  34.020.910  - 17.010.455 
61.058  78.041 t 9289  95.704.342  - 47 .R52.171 
Improvement  of  the  production  and  marketing  of  Community  citrus fruit 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  2511/69  Title  I) 
Expenditure  Expend! t ure  Extent  of  Reimbursement  by  the  Fund  (in  ECU) 
provided  for  In  incurred  by  Italy  completion 
the  plan  from  the  beginning  of  in  1984 
(in  tiio  ECU)  (ECU)  t  the  measure  until 
~1  1?  1 QRl 
120,83  12.898.866  10,5  - 6.449.433 
71,60  45.527.536  63,5  - 22.763. 76H 
~G, )7  3.011.310  3,1  - 1.  505.655 
289,00  fi1.437. 712  21,1  - 30. 71R.I:l5t1 
Expenditure  Expend! ture  Extent  of  Reimbursement  by  the  Fund  (In  ECU)  provided  for  in  incurred  by  France  completion 
the  plan  from  the  beginning  of 
(In  Mio  ECU)  in  1984  the  measure  until 
(£OJ)  %  31.12.1984 
2,43  613.624,44  2~.3  - 30f.i.'-l12 
2,1 R  226.681,02  10,R  - 11].  140 
0,03  - - - -
4,64  840.305,46  18 t 1  - 4211.1 ',? Af'.t.JEX  50 
Aid  to producers'  organizations  in the  fisheries sector 
(Article 6 of Regulation  (EEC)  No  3796/81) 
EAGGF  reimbursements 
MEMBER  STATES  Groups  set  Member  States' 
From  the beginning  of 
the  measure  until 
31.12.1984 
OEU TSCHLA Ill 
FRANC£ 
I  Rf:~A  lrD 
I TAW 
U  M  ITEO  K  I  HGOOM 
TOTAL 








501  ~H 
183  538 
8l  592 
54 7 406 
1 ,461  ,746 
1984 
12  196 
20.8~0 
35  229 
H.  ~25 
:---------- ~-----------
(ECU)  % 
12  ega 
2!S:U07 
91  ,769 
41  796 
273  703 







~radication of  classical and  African  swine  fever 1 
(Decision  No  80/1096/EEC) 
EAGGF  reimbursements2 
-- . ---~  ------
MEMBER  STATES  No.  of  No.  of  Member  States' 
holdings  animals  eligible  1984  From  the begiming 
slaughtered  expenditure  of  the measure 
untiL  31.12.1984 
(ECU)  (ECU)  (ECU)  % 
BUG I  OUE/BELGI E  127  66.  597  6.  &o3  m  1 606  8H  3 ,301 ,682  17.3 
DEUTSCHLAND  m  116  923  11  960  202  5, 721  530  5 8~5.101  30.6 
ELLAS  1  1 -219  106  958  53.  479  53  .479  0.3 
FRANCE  19  1C  485  925.708  ~62 854  m  854  u 
LUX[M80URG  9  2.,661  200, ~~  2 163  100.202  0,5 
NEDERL.UlJ  291  16C ,041  18  m.o2s  6,  588  016  g m  .o13  48·9 
gJ1  357 '926  38.  21Q  562  1t 434  886  1g .105  331  100,0 
1Financed  under  Item  3813  of  the budget. 




Abandonment  certain areas  under  vines  and  renunciation  of  replanting 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  ~56/30) 
~1easure 









Area  (in  ha) 
32.514,74-49 
32.514,7449 
Benefi ci aries  Area  (in  ha) 
22.132  34,237.5256 
22.138  34.237, 5256 
Restruc(uring  of  vlneyards 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  458/80) 
Beneficiaries  Area  (in  ha) 
5.236  7.134,7481 
5.236  7  .134, 7481 
Reimbursement  by  the Fund  (in  ECU) 
Number  of  Area 
from  the  beginnin 
of  the measure 
benefi ci aries  restructured  in  1984  until  31.12.1984 
(in  ha) 
2  600,4534  621.277  621.277 
45  1.925, 7096  955.054  1,3S6,245 
4q  2.52~.1730  1. 570.331  2.C07.522 
i  --
ANNEX  51 
Reimbursement  by  the  Fund 
(in  ECU) 
from  the  beginning 
in  1984  of  the  measure  until 
31.12.1984 
14, 5·96,070  60.986,137 
14, ~~.070  5C.98E,137 
..  . " 
Advance  payrrents  avaiLable,  used,  carried over and  paid in 1984  ANNEX  52 
CECU)  ------ ~-~-~-- - ---------~-----=-;:_::..:_~-----..... 
i 
Measures  r•100ER  STATES 
feasures  for  l:=ss-hvour2c;  Jr2i:JS 
Rer,ulation CEEC)n°  270/79  ITALIA 
Re<JUla1:ion  CEE0n01~4/81  ITALIA 
Directive 78/627/EEC  FRANCE 
Directive 79/173/  EEC  FRANC£ 
reoulation CEECln°1940/81  FRANCE 
Directive 81/Sl.7/EEt  FRANCE 
Dl recti ve  78/628, EEC  ) 
Rer;t 1L.-.-::i m IEEO no2195/81) I  IR[LAI{) 
Oi recti  ve  79/197/  C.E.C  IRfLAND 
UIIITID  KIIIIDOII 
Re~J..IlotimCI:C) n°  1820/80IIR£LAI() 
'~"'Stll;Jtion!EEC)n° 1975/82  £LLAS 
Re§Ulation C'tE"Cil0  2966/83  ELLAS 
--
TOTAL  I  I 
Advance  payments'  Reimburserrent 
at the disposal  fixed  in 1984 
of the Merrber 
State at 
1.1.1984 
90  788.13  -
- 236  896.20 
8 107  090.99  1 216  m.2J 
949  279.04  857  ~9.62 
1 248  272,08  595  292.14 
8 .230.552.85  g 271  668.63 
7 396  667.84  9 600  276,25 
- 267 ~ 850.49 
- 289-523.23 
9 H5 838.08  10.881  1n.99 
1 245 264.68  8 555  560.58 
- -
I  43  013  753.69  I  41  872  211.36 
C:'_n,cturill ,neusures  connected •d'Lh  F:EC  market  organizations 
fie<_1ulation  CEECill0  458/80 I FRANCE  6~9 830.35  955 .OS't. 36 
ITALIA  444  987.53  -
TOTAL  II  1-094.817.88  -t  955  0511,36 
feasures  ~finance~" 1.''1' ler  Herr~ 3--"!ifl  of  'i:ile 
1 
~  L  __ 
I  - Regulation (EEC)  ;-JQ  2969/83  IT ALIA 
TOTAL  Ill  I 
- -
TOTAL  I - Ill  H  108  571.57  ~8 827  271.72 
.  I  I 
: Balance of  (  1 
advance  payrrent  I 
available at  Balance of  /Advance  payment  Total  payment 
31.12.1984  reintJurserrent  paid in 1984  I  made  in 1984 
(advance  paid in 1984  I 
payment  to be  I 
carried over) 
90  788.13  - - -
- 236  896.20  2 .608  796.~  2.1145  692.~ 
890  662.76  - 6 865  573,12  6 865 513,12 
91  729.~2  - 225  087.33  225.087,33 
552  979.94  - 497 540.03  m  64o.oJ 
- 1 !H1  115.78  9 923 ~608.06  10  964. n3. 84 
- z  203  608.41  6. 252  139.00  8 455,747,41 
- 267  8~.49  387 .986,28  655~836.  77 
- .  289  523,23  1 .227 ,7 48 •  53  1. 51U71,  76 
- 1 135  333.91  6 943  498,08  8 078831.99 
- 1 310  295.90  18  031  991.12  19, ~2  181,02 
- - 306  m.s1  306.411.51 
I  1 626.160.25  I  6484 li23, 92  1 53.27o .485,40  I 
59355  .. 109.32 
- 305.224.01  1 ~  251,60  1 859  475.61 
4+4  ga7 ,53  - - - . 
44~ 987.53  305,224. 01  1.~ ?51.60  1 859  475.61 
----
I  - I  - I  2U22 .685,n  I  11  822  685.12 
- - - 21  s22  685, n  21  822  685. 72 
2  0711~7.78  6 789  847.93  7U47 .422.n  a3  m 270,65 UT!L~~T!ON Of  APPROPRIATIONS  FOR  COMMITMENTS,  EAGGF  GUIDANCE  SFCTION  COiflt·r·~ntiatnf oppivpr·iJtltJn:;) 
(Provisional  state of utilization of  appropriati:ons  during  1984) 
(m  ECUJ  -----------------.-------------.------------:__  ____  _ 
Heading 
li>Dorroriations  avai table in 1984  Utilization of appn:priations avai table  in  1984 
Apprcpriations  ApprcpriatiCJO< 
avai table  ertered in 
t~  1) 1984  t.Wt 
Total  Oorrmitwents 
appn:priatioo ertered into 
available  in 1984 
-'I. 
Utilization 
~~riatims  f~Wrcpriations 
vailable at  cancelled at 
f51.12.1984  31.12.1984 
- -------·------------+--1'---+---"2--+--3~---+-_____c4c__+  _  _25 __  +  __  6"___-t----'7  __  -l 
Chapter  30 
300  IndividJal projects,  Reg.  17/64/EEC  10,34  14,31,  24,68  24,31  98,50  0,37 
301  f'tlrket ing and  processing of agri cult. prodicts 1  __  .;:6:.:6:<,:.:'•co2'-+---'-14::.9:.:,<.:6:.:6:c_+-.::2:.:1::6:L,::0::8_+-_;2::_1;_4'-'''-'0'-'9'-+---'9-'-9"-,.:.0.:.8_
1 
___  1~,'-9'-9  __ 
1 
___  -___  _ 
Sub-total  (30) 
Chapter  31 
~100 Modernization  of  farms 
~110 Cessation of  farming 
~120 Information  and  training 
Sub-total  (31) 
Chapter  32 
3200 Hill  farming 
3?1 0 Mediterranean  forestry 
5211  Improvement  to  less-favoured areas 
'122  Italy 
SZZO Technical  advisors 
3221  Irrigation,  Mezzogiorno 
.5222 Cattle  farming 
32.3  France 
~~3UWirle  growin~,  Languedoc-Roussiloon 
~c:31 Irrigation,  Corsica 
3232Flood protection,  H~rault 
3Z33Vineyard  conv~rsion,  Charentes 
3234lntegrated development  pr.,  Loz~re 
3235Measures  for  overseas 
.\24  Ire Land 
321,QDrainage 
3241Drainage  with  Northern  Ireland 
3242Development  West  of  Ireland 
'?43cattle development,  Northern  Ireland 
_'125  Greenland-sheep  farming 
J26  UK 
















































































88,93  I 
100,00 
















s4, s7  I 
100,00 
14,00 








0,  8'~ 
0,'~  7 
1,85 
3261 Accelerated development,  Northem  Ireland 


















o  .. 12 
527  Belgium 
5270 South-East,  development 
328  Germany 
5280 Infrastructure 
1,?9  Greece 
-_rJ/90Specific  reqions 
-_~,,~91 Agricultural  technical  advisory  service 
5?92 Irrigation programme 
Sub--tota I  (32) 
Chapter  33 
S300Associations  of  producers'groups 
3301 Hop  producers 
3302Fruit  and  vegetable  producers 
3304Ctltton  producers'groups 
~~12Milk n6n-marketing 
3 32  Wine -growing 
~~2oConversion or  wine  growing  premiums 
SJ2JGruhbing-up  premiums 
!o32ZWine-growing  cessation  premiums 
3323Restructurrng 
331  Fruit 
353oimpr;vement  citrus  fruit 
Sub-total  (33) 
1,6()QPestructurirq, rroJemization.  Fisheries 
'.<} l OPro:iJC-2-rs 'gro..~s in fisheries sector 
0,05  9,00  9,05  8,96  09,01  0,09 
0,16  20,00  20,16  19,31,  95,93  0,82 
1,00  1,00  0,31  31,00  0,69 
15,00  15,00  14,07  93,80  0,93 













































I-------+----~4~7~0~+---~4L,~7D~-I-------------~---~o,co~o~+---~4~7~o---e-__  - _____  _ 
83,90  104,23  87,17  83,63  17,04  0, 02 
1----+-----+------1-------+----t------· -~------
----~  __  _D__2Q_  f----~'i_  C,  rJS  ~- _[),_3_()_+---- --·-
18,75  69,30  88,05  M, 19  72,90  23,86  I  · 
18,70  69,00  87,70  ,  ,,,14± 23,56  I  -
·--·----------------------- --[--------[------ _______ , -------
-~~~~  ond_W_,J  _____ -----------~6,0_::__._?92,80__  968,80  i  ll60,60  l_  -~~  _  ~D~,~-j---~~2- _ 4 
UliLIZATION  OF  PAYMENT  APPROPRIATIONS,  tAGGI  GUIDANCE  SECTION  (dirfer~nll.1tod appl'llfll'iall"ns 
(Provisional  state  of  t'  l i zation  of  ions  in 1984) 
Awrwriations available  in  1984  Pa)1l'ffltS  made  in 1984 
1\wrcps  1\wrcps 
adirg  carried  entered 
fran  1983  in  1984 
to 1984  b.x:l3et  1) 
Chapter  30 
1)1)  jects,  ~<eg.  17/64/EEC 
\l.i 
Irdiv1dJal  pro 
~twketirg and processirg of agric.prod.Jcts 
Sub-total  ( 30) 
311)() 
Charter  31 
Modernizati 
Cessation  o 
Information 
on  of  farms 
31HJ  f  farming 
)1?0  and  training 
Sub-total  ( 31) 
•9 
Chapter  32 
3200 Hill  farmir 
3210 Mediterrane 
3211  Improvement 
32? ~ 
3220 Technical  a 
3221  Irrigation, 
32?2 CattLe  farm 
?,23  Francp 
an  forestry 





3?30 Wine  grow in 
·s231  Irrigation, 
3232 Flood  prate 
32'.3 Vineyard  co 
3 Z3 4 Integrated de 
32_35Measures  to 
::,? 1 •  Ireland 
·)?1.0 Drainage 
)(t,1 Drainage  Wl 
SZI, z  Development 
)21,:)(attle  deve 
',,'')  Greenland  -
g,  Languedoc-Roussillon 
Corsica 
ction,  Herault 
nversion,  Charentes 
velcpment  pr.,  Lozere 
r  overseas 
"th  Northern  Ireland 
West  of  Ire land 
lopment,  t-brthem  Ireland 
sheep  farming 
tland 
velcpment,  t-brthern  Ireland 
ji(,  UK 
3260ISlands-Sco 
.5?61 Accelerated de 
.3Z62Processirq ard 
1;~1  Belgium 
marketir-g,  t-brthem  Ireland 
:1? 7U South-East 
.J2?1,  Germany 
~) ;: 80 Int ras true 
',(9  Greece 
development 
ture 
egions  ~ ,:•r6spec i fi c  r 
-.:u:~nAgricultur 
:.:>·r,; Irrigation 
al  technical advisory servic 
programme 
Sub-total  (32) 
ns  of  producers'groups 
ers 
vegetable  producers 
ducers'groups 
arket i ng 
n~ 
Chapter·  33 
:..suoAssoc iat io 
3301Hop  produc 
33U.:.'rrui t  and 
-~3Qt 1 Cut ton  pro 
331;!1ilk  non-m 
-~  ~ 2  Wi ne-growi 
~:Szaeonve'"sim o 
_j 321Grubbing-u 
r  wire  gro.~i  rg  premi t.rnS 
', :.:: ~i  ne-growi 
:,)/)Restructur 
',  ',  'i  Fruit 
5 ·~ _-qjlmrrovemen 
Suh-totol 
p  premiums 
ng  cessation  premiums 
i ng 
t  citrus  fruit 
(33) 
Chapter  46 
'·(·flO  Restructuri 
'•  ~~1 {l Procllcers 
14 
ng, m::.xX?rnization ..  Fisheries 
ro....ps  in  fisheries sector 
Sub-tutdl  (1,6) 
------
Total  (3)  and  (46) 
-·  ----- ·-· 
1)  Including  transfers~ 
1  2 
5,52  22,00 
19,19  118,00 
25,31  140,00 
- 126,50 
0,30  0, 78 
0,12  4, 72 
0,42  132,00 
35,75  104,78 
26,68  37,20 
- 19,50 
- 1,00 


















0,15  20,00 
- 1,00 
- t--· 2, 00  -----









- 2, 50 
- 4,30 
0,67  66,20 
7,80  21,,00 
0,23  0,30 
8,03  24,30 
131,64  619,91 
gainst  Against 
prry-<:>vers  1984  Total 
Total  ffron1983  apprq)S 
3  4  5  6 
27,52  5,52  21,57  27,09 
137,79  19,79  117,99  137,78 
165,31  25,31  139' 56  164,87 
126, so  - 112,50  112,50 
1,08  0,30  0, 78  1,08 
4, 84  - 0,92  0,92 
132,42  0,30  114,20  114,50 
140,53  31,64  104,78  136,42 
63,88  0,18  35,09  35,27 
19,50  - 19,47  19,47 
1,00  - - -
29,00  21,00  4,94  25,94 
3,62  - 2,85  2, 85 
6,90  - 6,87  6,87 
0,41  - 0,22  0,22 
- - - -
0,90  0,20  - 0,20 
·1 ,DO  - 0,50  0,50 
11,49  - 10,96  10,96 
8,50  - 8,46  8, 46 
3,00  - 2,17  2,17 
8,20  - 8,08  8,08 
11,70  - 10,14  10,14 
0,40  0,24  - 0,21. 
2,19  1,19  0,70  1,89 
11,90  - 11,67  11,67 
0,85  0,18  - 0,18 
0,30  - - -
6,20  6,12  - 6,12 
20,15  - 19,34  19,34 
1,00  - 0, 31  o, 31 
2,00  - - -
354,62  60,75  246,55  307,30 
---
- - - -
0,02  - - -
1,00  - 0,98  0,98 
2, 95  0,41  2, 30  2, 71 
41,50  - 39,38  39,38 
- - - -
14,60  - 14,59  14,59 
- - - -
2,50  - 2,48  2,48 
4,30  - - -
66,87  0,1,1  59,73  60,14 
31,80  7,80  21,55  29,35 
D,53  - 0, 05  0,05 
32,33  7,80  21,60  29,40 
751,55  94,57  581 '64  676,21 
(m  EOD 
fWrwriat  ions  mt used 
7. 
C3rried over  Lapsirg 
7  8  9 
98,44  0,43  -
99,99  0,01  -
99,73  0,44  -
88,93  14,00  -
100,00  - -
19  01  3  80  o, 12 
86,47  17,80  0,12 
97,08  - 4, 11 
55,21  2,11  26,50 
99,85  0,03  -
0,00  1 ,DO  -
89,45  0,06  3,00 
78,73  0,77  -
99,57  0,03  -
53,66  0,19  -
- - -
22,22  - 0,70 
50,00  0,50  -
95,39  0,04  0,49 
99,53  0,04  -
72,33  0,83  -
98,54  0,12  -
86,67  1,56  -
60,00  - 0,16 
86,30  - 0,30 
98,07  0,23  -
21,18  - 0,67 
0,00  - 0,30 
98,71  - 0,08 
9),98  0,661  0, 1) 
31,00  0, 69  -
CI,UO  2  00  - ---'  -----~---





98,00  0,02  -
91,86  - 0, 24 
94,89  2,12  -
- - -
99,93  0,01  -
- - -
99,20  0,02  -
0,00  4,30  -
89,94  6,4 7  0,26 
I 
92,30  '·"  j 
9, 1,3  0,25  0,23 
90,94 
~--
2, 70  i  0,23 
38,27  1  37,07  89,98 ANNEX  55 
Irregularities relating  to  the  Guidance  Section  in  1984  (in  ECU) 
BELGIQU£/BELGIE  UN IT EO  K  I  N!IXJH 
MEASURE 
Number  of  Amount  Number  of  Amount 
cases  cases 
Eradication  of  brucellosis,  tubercu- - - - - losls  and  leucosis  -Directive  No 
77/391/EEC 
i·1oderni zation  of  farms  1  ~.326  5  32.502 
Directive  No  72/159/EEC 
Grubbing  of  fruit  trees  - - - -
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2511/69 
Conversion  to  beef  production  - - - -
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1353/73 
Reconversion  of  wine  production  - - - -
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1163/76 
r1ountain  and  hill  farming  in  certain  25  34.278  2  18.130 
less-favoured  areas 
Directive  No  75/268/EEC 
IOIAL  26  38.604  7  50.632 
Amount  recovered/setled  10  17.382  3  33.433 I  i\H((lii.A£~~:1 
Com~:~unlc;Jt,onc;  in  accordance  ~Jith  A.rt\cle"  3  c~nd 
1J of  !le']ulation  (lEC)  No  283/72  up  lo  31.12.193\ 








liEDER I  A!l.l 
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15.982 3r'e;;.,.j~,·o~;-- ~f  C:;SeS  ~f  ;rre;u.~rit·.  >"t;Cg:J:;d  ·..;;1  tc  3~.-~2."r;;:..  ~ :.  ';~.:  ::: 
{EcJi 
:'ron-'!lc.rKet: r.;  ~f  !i!l I k  Urubolng  ·Jf  fr:;it  trees  ·::r'l1'ersl,Jn  tc  beef  Ci !r  .;s  fr:..i:  Frwit  an.:!  '•e;etao~e  =ec:rwers: :~  · •  01 
''E ·3P  ST~  -:~  I 
production  ::;; recti ve  72/i SJ/EE:  producers  Ql recthe 75/158/EEC  =li rect' .·e  r  ;;~. ~~=  :1(: :'Jet' 
;;.  n?S/59  R.2:17/69  - ~~ ..  7  ~~,/7:  '· 1353/73  R,  25i1/:J  R.  1C3S/72  =  .•  iF~  ·7= 
'h'  I  bs"~t  Set led  No  Ar;ount  Set.d  \::::  Amount  Setl ed  llo  A•·wunt  Setl ed  No  .l.r:!Cr'.Jnt  Sell ed  No  ~":aunt  3et1e:.l  ~~ o  I  .\ ':l au nt  I  Set1 ed  ~  I ·  ,  1- ,  · ·  c.  ~~our.,  ~ e, : eo  'oc  I '""';  I Se:  e: 
5£LGIOUE/8ECGI E  20  S.:,,]J2  l5.183  2  7,737  5,2l0  1[  42,324  39.363  2  8.220  8,220  2s  I  34.27'  I  15.384  I  D.\H~~RK  17  53,612  63,612  1  8,235  1  17,610  17.610 
Ofl!TI·:;J·~I~Q  'J  99,875  98.965  1  2,:.14  2,504  22  105.857  76,987  3  4,2\9  \,li9  I  - I  I  I  2  I  z.m  I  z.m 
FRAN:£  94  342.591  317.48'  1  2,000  2,000  140  !;91,937  \36,681  1  50.637  50,637 
1 i i1fLA!8  2  5,137  5.137 
I  !lAllA  42  66,835  55,836  I  - I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  - I  I  I  - I  I  I  1  I  1.575 
l 
93:8251 
HfDE2UkD  I 
31o  91,721  3  13,842  13,842  I  UC:ITtD  r.:HJC'  i 
~  52  706,706  w .612  115  1  99.214  I  52.550  I - I  I  I - I  I  ~7  {1 Jl  51,593  I  48.353 
i 
1 ~ ·.'T ,:,L  J  ,91 I 590.599  I 
L----
553.3541  +5  I  19.on  1  75.580  lz;z  11.429.41~ 1,053.234 I  22  1119.918  I  65,119  I 1  I  sQ.637  I  :o.537  I 1  I  17,61o  I  11.61o  l•z1111  a5.B71  I  5<. m  I  2  I  2,439  I  2.439  I  •  I  1,5:5 
r--
I 
'-'E:2E.1  STHES  I  TOTAL 
(1)  Of  whicr1  2  case~ with  no  financial  effects. 
Note  :Tie ai.lounts  In  the table represent  aids  and  premlu'ls  paid  by  the  .~enber States  of  which  50%  ls chargeable  to  the  EAGGF 
- (for  Directive 72/159/EEC  and  75/268/EEC  - 25  %). 
li'J  J 
.\mount  _j  Setled 
I 
!  "'""'''"'"', I 
65  116,8ti  m.390 
·JJNi'~RK  19  8>,457  81.222  I  OfJT;CiiLASJ  I  71  21<.92<  185.145 
I F'''I('C'  135  837,165  806,802  I ,,..  I~" 
JI'EW<G  2  5.137  5,137 
II  !ALIA  43  63.512  66,836 
: P:DERU.NO  37  107.667  105.563 
i  umm  KINCiJCK  95  857.513  518,615 
i'.T!L  I  55E  I  z.m .m 1 1.sa1.11o 
@a!r  ~  ~ ANNEX  58 
G R A P H 
BREAKDOWN  OF  EAGGF  AWARDS  - GUIDANCE  SECTION 
. __ l97_§.  TO  1984  - REGULATION  (EEC)_  N_9  ~5~1_77.  _  MI9.ECU 
I  .  , 
.  ' 
l$0- I  I 
.300  -
aso  .. 
'2.00  - 1':· G R A P  H 
BREAKDOWN  OF  EA~GF  AWARDS  - GUIDANCE  SECTION 
1978  AND  1984  - REGULATION  (EEC)  No  355/77 
ANNEX  59 
~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------· J 